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The Atlantic International Studies Journal 2013
An Introduction
Benjamin Dunfield

The Atlantic International Studies (ATLIS) Journal is
Canada’s first and only peer-reviewed, academic journal
strictly for undergraduate students. Published at Mount
Allison University in Sackville, New Brunswick, the
journal is in its seventh year and is garnering increasing attention. It is nationally archived and copies are
held in the United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations Office of Military Affairs in New York.
The purpose of the journal is to allow undergraduate students in the Atlantic Canada region to showcase their research, whether it is for a class, an independent study, or a thesis project. The journal is
interdisciplinary and aims to include papers from
students in any year of their undergraduate degree.
Our executive this year decided that instead of
focusing specifically on the issues dicussed in
our classes, we wanted to explore solutions to
these issues. We were fortunate to host Jeff and
Debbie Moore of Just Us! Coffee Roastery
through the generosity of the Pottle Family, whose
Pottle Fund helps finance the conference each year.

The conference and journal are run by students for
students. If you enjoy the journal and are interested,
there are several ways to get involved with ATLIS in
future years. You can attend our conference, submit
to the journal, volunteer to peer-review articles, or become a staff member and actively plan and prepare our
activities throughout the year. ATLIS was created in
the winter of 2003 at Mount Allison with the purpose
of fostering informed undergraduate participation in
international issues through scholarship, social and
political involvement. ATLIS is committed to finding innovative ways to engage students with the world
around them. ATLIS actively seeks partnerships with
other organizations and clubs, other universities, faculties and experts in diverse fields of international studies.
For more information visit: atlismta.org

The Centre for International Studies (CIS) is a joint
student-faculty run organization designed to engage
Mount Allison students, faculties, and the wider community across disciplines in critical learning, dialogue,
and innovative, collaborative action on pressing global issues. It does so through hosting conferences and
In this issue of the journal you will find a vari- speakers, compiling databases of resources and inety of topics dealing with post-Cold War politcs, ternship opportunities, and supporting the creation
linguistics and alternative healthcare systems to of Working Groups on areas of interest to students.
name a few. As the journal editor this year, I am
very pleased with the caliber of articles that have
For more information visit: cismta.ca
been selected by the peer-reviewers and myself.
There have been a few changes to the journal this year.
As an executive, we decided to shorten the length of
the journal, while imposing stricter guidelines on material submitted. This has allowed us to focus the scope
of the journal, while maintaining the standard of excellence expected of ATLIS. We also changed the peerreview process in the hopes to provide students with
the opportunity not only to be involved in the review
process but to also evaluate the work of their peers.
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European Languages and the
Modern African State
Christopher Balcom

T

he politics of language in post-colonial Africa are
both enormously complex and divisive. The colonial
legacy left behind states with no grounding in ethnic and
linguistic distribution, and as such many countries have
continued with the use of the formerly colonial languages,
particularly in administration and education. Since the
end of the colonial era, a vibrant debate has arisen on the
role of imperial languages in modern Africa. Many antiimperialist critics argue that the continued reliance on
European languages is an ongoing form of linguistic and
cultural imperialism. Others maintain that European languages are not only a necessity, but can be legitimately appropriated to express the African experience. This paper
will examine the theoretical debate regarding European
languages and the African experience, and some of the
obstacles to Africanizing national language policy. While
European languages are undoubtedly on the continent to
stay, there is potential and strong rationale for African languages to assume a greater role in national language policy
Between 2,000 and 2,500 languages are spoken on the African continent. This represents 30% of the world’s languages, and thus, on average, every African country is home to
between 35 and 40 indigenous languages.1 Many scholars
have argued that Africa is a linguistically unique continent
due not only to the plurilingualism of African states, but
also because of the high degree of multilingualism amongst
the population. Linguistic divisions are generally but not
exclusively along ethnic lines. Africa is also notable in the
degree to which societies rely upon foreign languages. In
demonstrating the linguistic dynamism of Africa Batibo
uses a hypothetical example in which “a Tshivenda speaker
in South Africa may speak Tshivenda to his parents but
use IsiZulu to address his workmates, and then receive
orders from his employer in Afrikaans. But he may use
English in a bank or when talking to educated strangers,
and finally use Fanagalo in a pub with colleagues.”2 The
internal patterns of language use in African states are complex, and differing languages serve different needs and situations. Despite these difficulties, Batibo and others have
Batibo, Herman M. Language Decline and Death in Africa. (Clevedon: Multilingual Matters Ltd., 2006.) 1.
2
Batibo. 1.
1

identified a recurring language hierarchy in African states.3
In this hierarchy, ex-colonial languages are considered the
most prestigious, but are generally associated with the elite
and have few native speakers. These ex-colonial languages
continue to dominate government and education. Next in
the hierarchy are dominant indigenous languages. These are
African languages that have some regional importance, and
often serve as linguae francae among different ethnic populations. Depending on government policy, dominant indigenous languages are used in some limited public capacities,
such as local levels of government or in primary education.
There is often some level of media, such as television and
radio programming available in these languages, as is the
case with Hausa in Western Africa. Dominant indigenous
languages have some demographic weight and prestige either within a specific area, throughout an entire country,
or across national borders. Generally they have some history as a trading language and are attractive to be learned
as a second or third language. The third category, minority languages, are generally confined to a particular ethnic
group with limited
“Between 2,000 and
demographic potential and have only a
2,500 languages are
marginal public role.4

spoken on the African continent. This
represents 30% of the
world’s languages, and
thus, on average, every African country is
home to between 35
and 40 indigenous languages.”

As African countries gained their independence in the
1950s and 1960s, African administrations
tended to marginalize
indigenous languages
and continue using
colonial languages
in government. (Important exceptions to
note include Tanzania, Somalia, Ethiopia, and the Arabic-speaking Northern
African states.) There are several different explanations as
to why the ex-colonial languages continue to enjoy such a
privileged status in Africa. Most significantly, European languages are often referred to as “neutral” languages, because
they are not associated with any particular ethnic group.
In attempting to juggle ethnic and linguistic divisions and
build coherent national identities, many governments
opted for European languages to manage these differences.
Chinua Achebe points out that even the vehemently anti3
4

Batibo. 18.
Batibo. 24.

6imperial Marxist states maintained the use of European

It would be grossly misleading to discuss language as simply a means of communication. Language also embodies
a world-view and perspective unique to a particular culture and it is a means of preserving and communicating
knowledge. As Frantz Fanon asserted in his seminal work,
Black Skins, White Masks,“to speak means to be in a position to use a certain syntax, to grasp the morphology of
this or that language, but it means above all to assume a
culture, to support the weight of a civilization.”7 African
However, language “neutrality” is not the only reason the languages are unique carriers of African knowledges, culcolonial languages still enjoy such importance. Many rela- tures and experiences. When considering language in the
tively linguistically homogenous states, such as Rwanda post-colonial context, it is imperative to examine the soand Burundi, and states with well-established and widely cial and psychological effects of relegating native African
spoken African linguae
languages to a position beneath the European tongues.
francae, such as Senegal “to speak means to be
and Namibia, still have
The prominent Kenyan novelist, playwright and intellecin a position to use
European languages in
tual, Ngugi wa Thiong’o, has been a vocal advocate for the
a
certain
syntax,
to
“official” positions. Afuse of African languages. After publishing several successter independence, rath- grasp the morphology
ful plays and novels in English, he dramatically rejected
er than adapting their of this or that lanEnglish for Swahili and his mother tongue, Gikukuyu.
own linguae francae, it
Over the years he has written extensively on the politics
guage, but it means
was much easier to conof language in Africa, and identifies the continued use of
above
all
to
assume
tinue using languages
ex-colonial languages as a form of cultural imperialism.8
that were already widely a culture, to support
As opposed to simple political or practical convenience,
used in the realms of the weight of a civiliwa Thiong’o relates the ongoing supremacy of European
technology, higher edulanguages to the backgrounds of the African elites who
zation.”
cation, law and diplotook power at independence. He maintains they were
macy. Within Africa,
and are products of their European educations and culand among many speakers of African languages, there re- tural experience. This is a fact that many analysts have
mains a lasting association between European languages seized upon, and many have noted the degree to which
and modernity or prestige. For many Africans, ex-colonial the school systems of many African countries, particulanguages are vehicles of social advancement, and in con- larly in the Francophone world, mirror colonial practrast African languages are often considered backwards and tices.9 This is representative of an ongoing class struggle,
primitive. Western institutions such as the World Bank, in which elites are familiar with European languages,
who have strongly resisted attempts to provide education while the masses continue in the use of African languages.
in national languages, frequently reinforce this perception.6 In Francophone Africa, France has been particu- Wa Thiong’o’s analysis details how language imperialism
larly assertive in ensuring linguistic allegiance to France served to accomplish the economic aims of colonialism
through La Francophonie. Many African languages lack through controlling people’s means of self-definition in
accepted orthographies and have not been adapted to aca- relation to others and systematically devaluing local culdemic or scientific literature As such, they are perceived tures. He effectively demonstrates how “the domination
by many to be difficult to adapt into existing political and of a people’s language by the languages of the colonizing
social institutions. In many cases, European languages are nations was crucial to the domination of the mental unisimply more convenient to maintain in official positions. verse of the colonized.”10 For wa Thiong’o, the division
languages despite their colonial roots. He quotes a former
minister from Burkina Faso who said “sixty different ethnic groups in the country could not mean sixty different
nationalities.”5 Many attempts to render African languages
the official language, such as Hausa in Nigeria, or Luganda
in Uganda, have failed due to protests from other ethnic
groups who feared domination by another cultural group.

Achebe, Chinua. “Politics and Politicians of Language in African
Literature.” The Education of a British-Protected Child. (New York:
Anchor Books, 2009.) 106.
6
Alidou, Hassana. “Language policies in Francophone Africa.” Black
Linguistics. (London: Routledge, 2003.) 106.
5

Fanon, Frantz. Black Skin, White Masks. Trans. Charles Lam Markmann. (New York: Grove Press, 1967.) 18.
8
Wa Thiong’o, Ngugi. Decolonising the Mind. (London: James Currey, 1986.) 16.
9
Alidou. 108.
10
Wa Thiong’o. 16.
7

of Africa into Anglophone, Francophone and Lusophone
countries is a dangerous absurdity, which has no grounding
in the realities of African societies. Due to the continuing reliance on European tools of expression and self-definition, Africa remains trapped in a culturally subservient
role that is incompatible which national development.
Other analysts, such as Alamin Mazrui, have taken a less
linguistically deterministic approach, and maintain that
more harmful than speaking a European language are
the negative stereotypes internalized from a Eurocentric
worldview.11 Nonetheless, Mazrui is a strong advocate for
the scientification of African languages, and places great
importance on shattering the paradigm that associates modernity and progress with European languages. To modernize African orthographies, adapt them to scientific and
technological purposes, and increase their value in higher
education could have profound
“The depeneffects for Africa. This would
dency on Euro- not only help affirm the equality
pean languages and worth of African languages, but has great democratizing
is often seen as
potential, as it would empower
part of a broad- large segments of the population familiar with African laner ‘intellectual
guages yet unfamiliar with Eudependency’
ropean ex-colonial languages.

within Africa.”

The dependency on European
languages is often seen as part of a broader “intellectual
dependency” within Africa. It is this intellectual dependency that led Wa Thiong’o to denounce the African university as one of the greatest impediments to African selfidentification and the development of the African novel.12
As Mazrui points out, “a university-trained surgeon who
does not speak a European language is a sociolinguistic
impossibility.”13 This is particularly troubling when compared to other post-colonial states where physicists, economists and others are able to function in their own national
languages. Another particularly interesting point Mazrui
raises, is that few or no countries have succeeded in economic development in a foreign language. Despite the
ideology of the World Bank and IMF, capitalism is most
successful in countries where the language of the marketplace and the language of the classroom are the same.14
Roy-Campbell, Zaline M. “Promoting African Languages in Educational Institutions.” Black Linguistics. London: Routledge, 2003.
86.
12
Wa Thiong’o. 69.
13
Mazui, Alamin. English in Africa After the Cold War. (Clevedon,:
Multilingual Matters, Ltd.) 58.
14
Mazrui. 122.
11
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As the Asian countries have done, it is perhaps important
for African countries to indigenize modernization as opposed to attempting imitations of Europe. Furthermore,
how representative or accessible can a state be if only a
minority of the population speaks the official language?
In opposition to the hardline wa Thiong’o takes with regard
to linguistic imperialism, many other African revolutionaries and intellectuals have defended their use of European
languages. Despite the censure wa Thiong’o reserves for
African intellectuals and writers who work in European
languages, Achebe distinguishes between wa Thiong’o’s
perspective and his own by explaining that when it comes
to indigenous and European languages in African literature
“Ngugi now believes it is either/or, I have always thought
it was both.”15 Achebe goes on to explain that he writes in
English not because of its role as a global language, but because it is so central to Nigerian life. Nigeria, Africa’s most
populous state, is also one of its most linguistically diverse
and politically tense. Achebe points out that English is now
a central feature of the Nigerian experience, and writing in
the language enables him to bridge the linguistic gap among
his fellow Nigerians. Ken Saro-Wiwa, a prominent Nigerian activist against the neo-colonial state, who was executed
in 1995 said, “…I remain a convinced practitioner and
consumer of African literature in English. I am content that
this language has made me a better African in the sense that
it enables me to know more about [fellow Africans from]
Somalia, Kenya, Malawi and South Africa than I would
have otherwise known.”16 These quotations illustrate the
degree to which the English and other European languages
have been appropriated to express the African experience.
English has a long history as a pan-African language.
Not only did English serve as a means of communication
amongst and within former European colonies, it also
facilitated communication with the African diaspora. In
particular, African-Americans assumed central places in
the leadership of Pan-Africanist thought. Implicit in the
words of Saro-Wiwa and others, is that the very idea of
Pan-Africanism arises from a colonial, and particularly
English, context. In Lusophone and Francophone Africa as well, many scholars have examined how Colonial
languages were often adapted to express a more revolutionary vocabulary, taking the former Imperial language
and using it as an ideological tool.17 As example of this
Achebe. 97.
Saro-Wiwa, 1992, from Mazrui, Alamin M. 69.
17
Mazrui. 73.
15
16

8process, Frantz Fanon in particular wrote extensively on

how the liberation of Algeria facilitated a taking back of
the French language from its colonial past and appropriating it to the struggle for independence.18 While the
appropriation of European languages may have been an
important ideological tool during the independence era,
the time has come to re-evaluate their official position.
Assimilation and urbanization have already had huge
transformative effects in African countries. Particularly
in urban environments, it is simply impractical to deliver
education in the native tongues of each child. Reversing
assimilation and segregating pupils on the basis of mother
tongue is also neither practical nor desirable. While it is of
course important to protect endangered languages, some
degree of language loss is inevitable. The question is then
of course, which language is most appropriate for use in
the educational context. Aside from the children of the
elite, who largely attend inaccessible private schools, the
masses of pupils and even many teachers have inadequate
familiarity with European languages. Some studies have
demonstrated that students are less likely to participate
in class because they are unfamiliar with the language of
instruction.19 Furthermore, due to standardized examinations, they are only tested in European languages, which
Alidou and others have demonstrated are an inaccurate
and unfair means of assessing pupil’s ability in a variety of
subjects.20 Alongside the political issues at play, there are
clearly some basic questions of educational quality. Promoting the that are already understood by both teacher
and pupil makes sense as a means of ensuring educational
equality. While it may be desirable to acquire a European
language down the road,it should not be at the expense
of literacy and grounding in a more familiar tongue.

ex-colonial European languages. One of the most dramatic examples of this trend is Senegal, where the official
language, French, is only spoken by about 15 percent of
the population, as opposed to Wolof, the lingua franca,
which is spoken and understood by nearly 90 percent of the
country.22 Several similar cases, such as Botswana, Madagascar and Zimbabwe can be found across the continent.
Countries with well-established, dominant African languages often afford token respect to one or two languages
as “national” as opposed to “official” languages.23 For the
sake of accessibility and self-determination, it is essential
that higher education and administration take more important steps to recognize languages that already have much
larger demographic bases than the local colonial language.

A paradigm shift is required in how African languages are
valued, both on the continent and abroad. There remains
a pervasive mentality that African languages are linguistically inferior to their European counterparts, and should
be subordinate in the realm of public policy. While there
have been significant structural causes for the underdevelopment of African languages, their development is
not only possible but also valuable. They often remain in
marginal roles because political decision-makers lack the
necessary political will needed to enrich them, not because
of any innate inferiority on the part of the languages or
their speakers.24 Tanzania and its institutionalization of
Swahili in the post-colonial context has been a very important case in this discourse. The Tanzanian case has
demonstrated the potential efficacy of adopting African
lingua francae to fill national roles. The Tanzanian state
has invested considerable resources in expanding the lexical base of the language, refuting the notion that African languages lack the necessary linguistic sophistication
The dialogue surrounding language in Africa can often be for application to higher education and government.25
misleading. Particularly when discussing endangered languages, there is a tendency to talk about European languag- It is also of great importance to acknowledge Africa’s lines as “killer” languages that are demographically wiping out guistic diversity as a blessing, not a curse. The sheer diverAfrican tongues. Interestingly, many scholars predict that sity of African languages has immense value in the cultural
endangered indigenous languages do not face the greatest and linguistic wealth they hold. As opposed to barriers to
threat from European languages, but from nationally and national development, they ought to be vehicles for such
regionally dominant linguae francae.21 While recording and development, with great encouragement to invest time
protecting these endangered languages is very important to in translation and development of these diverse language
their preservation, it is preferable to have them displaced groups. Some academics have even proposed grouping
by widely accepted African linguae francae as opposed to African languages with high levels of mutual intelligibil18
ity together, and creating languages with standardized
Mazrui. 74.
Alidou. 104.
Alidou. 104.
21
McLaughlin, Fiona. “The Ascent of Wolof as an Urban Vernacular
and National Lingua Franca in Senegal.” Globalization and Language
Vitality. (London: Continuum, 2008.) 142.
19

22

20

23

McLaughlin. 145.
Batibo. 20.
24
Roy-Campbell. 86.
25
Roy-Campbell. 90.

orthographies out of their shared characteristics.26 These
proposals could add demographic weight to these already
widely spoken languages, and facilitate their use in government and education. Not all indigenous languages need
to be afforded equal public roles. In fact, such a scheme
would be impossible, but it is imperative that countries
continue to abandon unilingual official language policies, and afford greater public roles to African languages.
As this paper demonstrates, the politics surrounding language in the African context are incredibly complex. This
paper does not seek to argue that European languages have
no place on the continent: even the first President of Tanzania and passionate advocate of the Swahili language, Julius
Nyerere, acknowledged,
“However, a more
“English is the Swahili of
27
the world.” However, a
balanced vision of
more balanced vision of
the public role of
the public role of AfriAfrican languages
can languages is required.
is required. Where
Where indigenous linguae
francae are prominent,
indigenous linguae
they should be institufrancae are promitionalized and accorded
nent, they should
their rightful place in
be institutionalized
the administration of the
nation. In many cases,
and accorded their
there is already real derightful place in the
mographic weight behind
administration of
this possibility. Higher
the nation.”
education and state administration ought to
promote African languages, and co-operate with linguists
when necessary to adapt them to their modern roles. The
development and promotion of indigenous languages in
Africa could not only reinvigorate the national identity
of these states, but also provide greater opportunities to
those who speak African languages. There is no reason why
African languages cannot assume more cosmopolitan and
modern roles. The time has come to appropriately address
the imperial legacy of language on the African continent.
Roy-Campbell. 95.
27
Batibo. 20.
26
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Changing Traditions: Reducing
the Prevalence of Female Genital
Mutilation in Africa
Elise Dolinsky

F

emale genital mutilation (FGM), (also referred to as
Female Circumcision or Female Genital Cutting) has
become a major concern in Africa, and is starting to attract significant international attention. Unfortunately,
until very recently, there has been a considerable lack of
research and productive action against FGM, and because of this, there is little consensus on how the problem
should be dealt with. I propose that local groups, particularly those led by women, are most effective in slowing the practice of FGM in Africa, and the best method
by which they can do this is through education. For this
argument, I will first provide an overview of FGM and
its prevalence, and then discuss some of the dominant issues and problems faced by groups who work to end the
practice. I will examine why international organizations
and African governments have been less successful than local groups, especially local women’s groups. Finally, I will
suggest that a four-pronged educational approach is the
best way for these groups to maximize their influence and
hopefully eventually eradicate FGM across the continent.
FGM has been, and continues to be, a significant problem
for women in Africa, with recent analysis determining that
approximately 3 million African girls and women are cut
every year.1 Between 100 and 140 million girls and women
have undergone some form of FGM, including 26 million who have undergone infibulations, the most radical
and damaging form of the practice.2 Sub-Saharan African
countries, along with Egypt and Sudan, tend to have the
highest prevalence (the percentage of women aged fifteen
to forty-nine who have undergone some form of FGM) of
FGM; however, there is significant variation from country
to country, and even between regions within countries, and
this can make it difficult to get accurate data on FGM.3
Alexia Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female
Genital Mutilation” UNICEF, last modified 2005. assets.unicef.ch/
downloads/ FGM_English-nov05.pdf, 3.
2
Judith Mandelbaum-Schmid, “Mali Takes Grass Roots Approach
to Ending Female Genital Mutilation,” World Health Organization.
Bulletin of the World Health Organization 82.2 (2004), 153-154.
3
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” 3.
1
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The practice of FGM is extremely harmful to the wom-

countries, where it is a persistent social norm.11 FGM is a
en subjected to it. It violates the physical integrity of deeply entrenched social convention that persists despite
women, and has been directly linked to a plethora of seri- attempts to get rid of it. Groups and individuals lookous physical and psychological issues, and in many cases ing to lower the prevalence of FGM continually face the
even results in the death of the girls involved.4 FGM is challenge of not even knowing how to approach the issue.
considered a violation of basic human rights, particularly because girls are almost exclusively subjected to There are a variety of reasons why parents would want
the practice before the age of sixteen, making it an issue to ensure their daughters undergo FGM, and most of
pertaining to the rights of children.5 In the majority of these parents feel justified in continuing the practice for
cases, girls have little to no say in whether they undergo the good of their daughters and the community. Often,
the procedure or not, and there are significant societal due to lack of education and information on the topic,
and cultural barriers that prevent girls from being able families are unaware of the harm caused by FGM, or
to seek help to protect themselves from this practice.6 even believe it is healthy for their daughters to undergo
the practice.12 A common belief is that FGM makes a
The practice of FGM is important to African politics, as it girl “clean” and/or more physically beautiful. This beplays a role in the freedom and empowerment of African lief is generally held not only by the men, but by the
women. Despite their contribution to the post-colonial women and girls undergoing the practice as well.13
independence movements, African women still struggle
to gain political autonomy. As a practice that restricts a However, lack of knowledge of the negative consequences
women’s control over her sexuality and reproductive func- of FGM is not the only reason for the continuation of the
tions, FGM seems to play a role in reinforcing patriar- practice. Even when parents are aware of the dangers of
chal societal rule.7 The practice of FGM works to repress FGM, they will continue to practice it on their daughters
women, hurting their ability to pursue political freedom. due to societal and community pressures and norms.14 In
FGM is the “manifestation of deep-rooted gender inequal- many communities, FGM is a necessary part of properly
ity that assigns [women] an inferior position in society.”8 raising a girl, and integral to protecting her honour, which
As one African woman says: “We can’t talk about women’s in turn dictates the status of the entire family.15 For exliberation if we don’t respect their physical integrity.”9 ample, Maninka women living in Guinea believe they have
three primary duties to their daughters: to educate them,
Since the start of the colonial period, there have been a to cut them, and to find them a husband, and failing to
growing number of attempts to ban and reduce FGM, do any of these properly would be to fail in their role as
both by international and local governments and organi- mothers.16 Families and girls who do not conform to the
zations.10 However, because of the unique factors associ- practice are stigmatized from the community, and bring
ated with the practice that have prevented attempts to end shame upon their families.17 Furthermore, girls who are
FGM, it is still widely practiced in twenty-eight African not cut are considered unclean, less able to satisfy a man,
and are unable to prove their virginity, providing them with
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” VII.
5
John C. Caldwell, I. O. Orubuloye, and Pat Caldwell, “Female
Genital Mutilation: Conditions of Decline,” Population Research and
Policy Review 19.3 (2000): 237.
6
Mandelbaum-Schmid, “Mali Takes Grass Roots Approach to Ending Female Genital Mutilation,” 153.
7
Mandelbaum-Schmid, “Mali Takes Grass Roots Approach to Ending Female Genital Mutilation,” 153.
8
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” 1.
9
Marion Mayer-Hohdahl. Female Circumcision: Human Rites. (Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 1998), Digital.
10
Caldwell, Orubuloye and Caldwell, “Female Genital Mutilation:
Conditions of Decline,” 200.
4

Leye, Els, et al, “An Analysis of the Implementation of Laws with
Regard to Female Genital Mutilation in Europe,” Crime, Law and
Social Change 47.1 (2007): 2.12 Soraya Mire, Fire eyes: a film, (New
York: New York Filmmakers Library, 1995), Digital.
13
Mire, Fire eyes: a film.
14
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” 35.
15
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” 11.
16
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” 11.
17
Lewnes, “Changing a Harmful social convention: Female Genital
Mutilation,” 34-36.
11

little chance to find a good husband and live a happy life.18
International groups and African governments have been
prevented from effectively making any real change with
respect to FGM. Both groups are often reluctant to get
involved in the issue, and when they do they face significant
barriers and problems regardless of the level of good governance present in these groups. African governments are
often weary of FGM because it is a very controversial issue,
and one that has been practiced for a very long time and has
ties to religion and specific cultural norms.19 FGM is often
considered a private matter, and one that should not be intruded upon by the state. Furthermore, African states generally have little capacity to deal with issues such as FGM.
There is significant competition for funding and attention
between interests and issues, and FGM is often pushed to
the side. This could also be partially attributed to the lack
of women in positions of power in African governments to
fight for anti-FGM projects, as FGM is considered a ‘women’s issue’ that is not necessary or fitting for men to discuss.
Though they may have more financial and structural capacity to deal with the issue, international groups face
their own challenges when dealing with FGM. Organizations are often forced to take a very hands-off approach to
FGM projects, as they do not want to appear as though
they are attacking traditional African culture and tradition. It is very important for these groups to approach
the issue in a sensitive manner, so that it does not seem as
though foreigners are imposing their will and practices on
local communities. In fact, many international organizations choose to work through local groups to help reduce
FGM. By providing financial aid and educational tools to
local groups, they are able to have an effect by empowering
rather than imposing.20 Yet this can create problems for the
local organizations they are trying to help, as locals see these
local groups as simply an extension of Western influence.
The primary tool of African governments and international
organizations has been introducing legislation that bans
FGM within their jurisdiction. National legislation that
prohibits FGM has been very successful at accelerating
change; however, this only works when societal change is
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already underway and citizens are well informed about the
issue.21 Often, FGM legislation is not properly composed,
and even when constructive legislation is put in place, it is
rare that it is properly enforced, and will even cause more
problems by forcing women to practice FGM in unsafe
manners.22 For example, in Gambia, though the practice
is prohibited by the government, 80% of the female population undergoes some form of FGM.23 Pushing FGM
underground can be very dangerous for girls in African
communities, as they will be less likely to receive adequate
medical treatment during the procedure, and if any complications arise, they might be pressured not to go to hospitals or local clinic for help out of fear of punishment.24
Legislation banning FGM is also linked to the decreasing
of the average age at which a girl is subjected to FGM in a
country, as it is easier to hide the cutting of younger girls;
this makes the practice even more dangerous and further
infringes upon the rights of children.25 Commitment at
all levels of government is necessary for legislation banning
FGM to be successful, with legislation complemented by
advocacy, awareness efforts, and effective enforcement of
the legislation.26 These support mechanism must be dissuasive rather than punitive in order to cause any behavior
change, and require considerable coordination between
different political actors.27 Furthermore, legislation can be
difficult to implement across borders, as even if a state is exceptionally good at enforcing anti-FGM legislation, parents
can still take their daughters across borders to other countries to have the procedure done, and this is hard to regulate without extensive coordinated action between countries or infringing on individual rights to cross borders.28
An alternative to legislation banning FGM that nations
such as Egypt, Guinea and Mali have attempted is the medicalization of FGM, where parents are encouraged to have
their daughters cut in hospitals, where the risk of medical
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complications is significantly reduced.

While this change
may address some of the health issues associated with FGM,
it does not change the underlying gender inequality caused
by FGM. In some areas, this idea is taken even further and
‘fake’ FGM ceremonies are held. Here, parents trick their
community, and often even their daughter, into thinking
that they cut their daughters. Again, while this removes the
health complications of FGM, it still fails to address the psychological or societal issues associated with the practice.30
29

Local NGOs have proven to be much better suited to fight
FGM than African governments or international NGOs,
as they can draw upon collective action. With collective action, the decision to abandon FGM comes from within the
community and results in a shared shift in perceptions.31
This type of change avoids the problem of having a few girls
suffer for the future of others. When only some families refuse to practice FGM, their daughters are excluded from the
community, but local groups help empower entire communities to change.32 While it is social pressure that lets FGM
continue to be practiced, social pressure can also be used
to help communities abandon the practice.33 Old social
norms like FGM are self-reinforcing and hard to change,
but once a new social norm is established, it too becomes
self-reinforcing and there will be little risk of a community
reverting to the practice of FGM.34 Social customs and values change over time from within, and do not necessarily
require outsiders to enforce changes if citizens are actively
engaged in debating their cultural norms and values.35

with a prevalence rate of 95%, it was found that a grassroots approach to the problem was seeing a lot of success.37
Despite mounting international and local pressure, the
government of Mali had been reluctant to prohibit FGM
by law. Local groups developed a community-focused campaign against FGM, and were eventually able to solicit the
support of the government, which helped empower the
grassroots movement and implemented their training programs for teachers and nurses to raise awareness for FGM.38
Because FGM is a community-based practice, ending it
must also be a community initiative.39 Outsiders do not
have the same relationships and connections with community members that are necessary to change local social
norms, while local groups allow for change from within As
previously mentioned, the prevalence and type of FGM
practiced varies from community to community, and
this makes it difficult for a nation-wide initiative to have
much success.40 While it is important that states still look
into the prospect of nation-wide legislation and projects,
this will not be very effective if used alone. Local groups
have the experience of living within a community that
is necessary to understand the specific local norms, and
they can use this to formulate their strategy and action.

One particular advantage of local action is that once a local
group has successfully influenced the behavior and norms
of their community or region, they can engage that community in helping neighboring communities in the fight
against FGM.41 This way, groups are empowering individuals and families to push for more change themselves, instead
The most successful anti-FGM projects help guide com- of having to start over from scratch in each new commumunities to see the problem and formulate their own solu- nity.42 Examples of these successful grassroots movements
tions, so that they do not feel forced to change or criticized can be found especially in Kenya, Uganda and Egypt. 43
for their behavior.36 In a study of FGM in Mali, a country
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Local action has also been successful when governments
endorse FGM. In 1997 the Gambian government issued
a ban on national radio and television from broadcasting
anti-FGM material, and it was only through grassroots
movements that active campaigning against FGM could
occur.44 Though the ban has since been lifted, it is still
primarily local Gambian groups who work to end FGM.
Local women’s groups are generally the most successful in
reducing the prevalence of FGM. FGM is often considered
a ‘women’s issue’ and in many regions it is the women, not
their husbands or fathers, who keep the practice of FGM
alive.45 Mothers firmly believe that they are helping their
daughters by subjecting them to FGM, as to them it is the
only way to ensure their daughter’s virginity remains intact
until marriage (and in African countries that practice FGM,
virginity is considered a necessary prerequisite for marriage).
Without a good marriage, many Africans view a women’s
life as wasted and pitiable, and while it is often acknowledged that FGM is a difficult and painful procedure, it is
considered “just one of the challenges of being a woman”.46

A strong example of local women’s groups bringing about
change to the practice of FGM is the Amazonian Initiative
Movement (AIM) in Sierra Leone. The group was founded
by Rugiatu Turay, a local women with personal experience
with FGM who wanted to prevent other girls from having
to undergo the practice.51 Though the group has faced considerable barriers and challenges in their fight against FGM,
even receiving death threats for their work, they have managed to instigate change in their region, primarily thanks
to their determination to end FGM.52 Without Turay’s
personal experience with FGM, she would not have worked
as hard to stop the practice or inspired so many other girls.
The group now receives international recognition and gets
funding from foreign NGOs to help continue their work.53
However, like many other local groups working with foreign NGOs, this can cause considerable difficulties, as these
groups are often accused of being swayed by Western influence and not properly representing the African people. It is
difficult for local groups to balance the pressure they receive
from foreign groups who want to help them, with the pressure they receive from local opposition. There are many casIt is important for women to empower themselves in the es in which foreign aid has helped their cause (by providing
fight against FGM, because it is their oppression that is resources and credibility) and cases where it has hindered it
being reinforced by FGM. There has been a significant im- (by stimulating local opposition to foreign intervention).
provement in the prevalence of FGM over the past twenty
years, and women’s movements should receive a lot of the While women’s groups are integral to lowering the prevacredit for leading the attack on FGM.47 Women’s groups lence of FGM, it is also important for these groups to work
have demonstrated that women need to stand together if with men. It is important that men do not feel threatthey hope to change the prevalence of FGM, and accord- ened by the rise in power of women’s organization, or fear
ing to Gruenbaum, “women are in the best position to that the change might come at their own expense. Men
continue or modify their practices.”48 There are many ex- typically hold most positions of power in African states,
amples of women’s groups successfully changing the pubic and it would be easy for them to repress women’s groups
opinion on FGM, such as the Tanzanian Media Women if they thought it was necessary. Many studies on FGM
Association, a group that is very good at using the media have found that men are simply not very well informed
to attract attention to their cause.49 Another example is a on the negative consequences of FGM for women and for
collection of women’s groups in Senegal, where women are themselves. For example, men from Kubur Abdal Hameed
teaching other women about the human rights and health in Sudan have started to call for the end of FGM in all
issues associated with FGM, and they are doing a very good forms, thanks to information they gained at a workshop for
job of changing the collective stance towards the issue.50 men.54 These workshops received very positive responses
from the men who attended them, many of whom said
45
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tice. In many areas, rights related to sexuality belong to
55

husbands and fathers, so it is necessary that they understand FGM and its consequences.56 The education of men
is also an important factor to consider, as recent studies
have found that the level of education of a husband is directly proportional to his opinion on FGM and domestic
violence. In a study by Simister,57 higher levels of education were linked to higher disapproval of FGM and domestic violence and less frequent violence against wives.

I propose that education is the best method available for local groups to undertake if they which to have the largest impact on FGM prevalence possible. Preferably local women’s
groups, with the support of local men and external groups,
would implement this method. This method is not only
appealing in its effectiveness; it also allows local groups to
integrate the support of governments and especially international groups into their projects without compromising
the integrity of their organization, minimizing the backlash
they would receive from local communities. In educationfocused anti-FGM projects, international groups and African governments often support the self-directed projects of
local groups by providing them with access to educational
material and funds for training, and this technique has seen
a lot of success in numerous states across the continent.58
There are four different components to an education-based
approach to FGM; the first is improving the education of
African girls in general. Studies have found that the more
educated a mother is, the less likely it is that her daughter will undergo FGM.59/60 Globally, FGM prevalence is
higher among illiterate parents, and many activists firmly
believe that education is more important than government legislation when it comes to fighting FGM.61 According to Rugiatu Turay, “Educating people is empowGruenbaum, “Sexuality Issues in the Movement to Abolish Female
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ering them. It is only through their minds that you can
change the attitude of people.”62 Fortunately, as levels of
female education are currently increasing in Africa, fewer
and fewer girls are being subjected to FGM. Not only does
education help teach young women about the dangers of
FGM and allow them to think critically about it, but it
also provides them with jobs and therefore economic independence, and this allows them to distance themselves
from the social pressures of their communities and the
wills of their (potential) husbands and parents.63 Recent
studies in Kenya have shown that there has been a pronounced decline in FGM over the past twenty years.This
is credited to the increase in education for women, which
has provided more women with jobs and therefore more
economic independence for women, leading to less community and patriarchic control over women in the area.64
However, education of girls alone is not enough
to end FGM, and there is a downside to educating girls when it comes to FGM. Many parents believe that with more and more girls attending schools
and universities outside their communities, there is
a greater need to subject them to FGM, as they will
be exposed to more intimidating situations and cannot be protected by their community at all times.65
A second component of the educational approach to reducing the prevalence of FGM is informal, community-based
education focused specifically on FGM and the health
and human rights issues associated with it. Workshops
that advocate for human rights in a non-coercive and nonjudgmental manner are often touted as the best way to
change social opinion on FGM.66 Parents who advocate
for FGM are often doing so because they believe it is in the
best interest of their children, and teaching them about the
human rights violations associated with FGM is very good
at changing perceptions.67 It is important that these sorts
of workshops allow for community discussion and debate,
so that members of the community can collectively come
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to understand the damage done by FGM not only to the
health of girls, but to the bodily integrity of women.68 An
example of the human rights approach to FGM is the African NGO RAINBO, which works to empower women
and girls by providing the necessary educational resources
and forums to members of local communities so they can
learn about human rights and discuss how these rights exist
in their communities.69 Tostan’s Community Empowerment Program is a very similar anti-FGM NGO, which
provides participatory, informal education programs in
Senegal to educate participants on human rights.70 The
organization has been very successful in its mission, and
has reached over 1,500 communities in eleven regions of
Senegal.71 According to Lewnes, approaches to ending
FGM that are “based on the principles of human rights
have demonstrated the greatest potential for promoting the
abandonment of FGM.”72 However, it is important to note
that many Africans hold the perception that Western culture is behind the rights argument, and are weary of it because they see it as an attack on their culture and religion.73
A third educational approach is important in the eradication of FGM: the education around religion and religious leaders. While FGM is not officially prescribed by
any religion, and is found in neither the Koran nor the
Bible, there is a common perception that it is a religious
requirement, particularly in Muslim communities.74 This
perception has persisted primarily due to the lack of education and low literacy rates in many communities, as
this means that individuals do not have the opportunity
to study religious texts on their own and must rely on past
interpretations. Education is a key component of clearing
up this myth. In Sudan, for example, Sudanese Muslims
who practice FGM believe it is a necessary part of following Islam, and teaching people that this is a myth has been
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an important component of the fight against FGM.75 It
is very important that religious leaders be educated about
the negative consequences of FGM for women, as they
are very influential individuals in communities. In many
communities, international human rights are only socially
accepted if they agree with the local interpretation of Islam, and because of this, religious teachers need to play a
very significant role in the anti-FGM movement.76 An example of success in this area has happened in Upper Egypt,
where NGOs (with the support of UNICEF and CEDPA) are working with religious leaders to lead discussion
groups and visit families to raise awareness about FGM.77
A final educational component of ending FGM is the
education of midwives and traditional medical practitioners of FGM. Like religious leaders, these individuals
typically hold a lot of power and influence in their community, and it is important for them to understand the
negative consequences of FGM, so that they can at least
understand the opposition to it, if not condone and refuse to practice it themselves. Especially when it comes
to government-funded workers, it is important for traditional medical practitioners to understand the laws surrounding FGM, so that there is no room for error or misinterpretation of the law.78 However, it is important to
approach these individuals in a non-accusatory manner,
so that they are able to keep an open mind about FGM
and not feel attacked. Midwives and traditional medical
practitioners often earn their livelihood off of performing
FGM rituals, so it is also important for local groups to
start programs in order to educate them so that they can
pursue other careers if necessary.79 In Sudan, for example,
several NGOs have collaborated with the Sudan Ministry
of Health to provide programs that train midwives and
promote awareness about FGM through workshops.80
While it is still a significant problem for girls across the
continent, there is much potential for the eradication of
FGM in Africa. Currently, local women’s groups who
focus on ending FGM through education have the best
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chance of success. However, these groups still face sig-

nificant obstacles, and the lack of research in this area is
troubling. It is important that researchers continue to
investigate and analyze the work of anti-FGM groups,
particularly in the area of education, to ensure this negative practice can be brought to an end as soon as possible.

Charting the Evolution of the
World Bank: The On-going Need
for Meaningful Reform
Gregory L. Sharp

C

onceived in the aftermath of World War II, and the
Great Depression, the Bretton Woods institutions
were very much products of their epoch. Since their inception, they have been constantly redefined in an effort to
remain relevant. In order to chart this convoluted evolution, it is important to have a grounding in the fundamentals of the World Bank, the context from which it
arose, and a grasp of its sister institutions. With this understanding it is then possible to examine the evolution
of the World Bank chronologically – beginning with its
inception in the post-World War II period to its quick
shift in focus to the aid of Third World countries. With
loans and capital becoming more accessible, these countries quickly became hugely indebted. This in turn resulted in the rise of structural adjustment programs by the
World Bank as it tried to confront this problem. These
adjustment programs proved extremely controversial and
eventually prompted reforms in the organization’s purpose and operations. Nevertheless, if the World Bank
wants to effectively tackle the global problems of poverty
and underdevelopment,, it must be reimagined yet again.

see the dollar-gold standard; and the World Bank was to
engage in the reconstruction of war-damaged Europe.2
These goals, although economically motivated, also
had political dimensions. These institutions, by creating wealth and raising the standard of living, were designed to prevent a return to economic malaise and stifle
the rise of political extremism.3 Moreover, as it became
clear that the U.S.S.R. was unwilling to relinquish its
control of Eastern Europe, these institutions became an
indirect means to counter the spread of communism.
These organizations have developed to such an extent that
today they bear little similarity to the institutions created in
New Hampshire in 1944. This reflects the simple truth that
contemporary financial markets are a far cry from those
of the post-war period.4 For example, the World Bank
has developed into a group of five affiliated multilateral
institutions. Together they engage in an array of economic
development activities and form the World Bank Group.
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association (IDA) are the two main institutions which form the
World Bank. The IBRD lends at below market rates to
governments of middle-income countries, as well as those
who are lower-income, yet deemed credit-worthy. Similarly,
the IDA deals strictly with the poorest countries and provides them with interest-free loans. This division helps better serve the different needs of countries of varying wealth.5

The internal structure of the World Bank is also important to note. The bank collects funds for its operations by two methods: one is to solicit contributions
from wealthier member governments, and the other is
to raise money in financial markets by “selling AAArated bonds and other debt securities to pension funds,
Understanding the World Bank
insurance companies, corporations, other banks, and
individuals around the globe.”6 Unlike other internaThe General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT), tional institutions, the World Bank can exert a certain inthe International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Inter- dependence in terms of its objectives, ambitions, and pernational Bank for Reconstruction and Development 2
(IBRD, more commonly known as the World Bank) were Joseph E. Stiglitz, “The World Bank at the Millennium,” The Economic Journal 459 (1999): 579.
all designed to facilitate economic cooperation, promote 3 Jonathan Masters, The World Bank Group (New York, NY: The
a return to profitable growth and rectify the failures of Council on Foreign Relations, 2012).
the capital market.1 More specifically, the GATT was 4 Jessica Einhorn, “Reforming the World Bank: Creative DestrucForeign Affairs 85 (2006): 20.
to prevent protectionist trade barriers from being imple- tion,”
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sonality due to its capacity to raise funds independently.7 These elements are all evident in the very first loan issued to France in 1947. Crédit National, a French pubThis independence; however, is limited by the control lic corporation, applied for funding of $500 million,
that the five largest donor countries exert over the World yet they only received $250 million. It must also be
Bank. The World Bank comprises a Board of Gover- noted that, prior to the loan being approved,11 a missive
nors, a Board of Executives and a President. Although was sent from the U.S. State Department to the French
all countries are represented on the Board of Governors, government asking it to remove communist elements
the real power lies with the Executive Board and the Pres- of its cabinet. Within hours of these elements being reident. These are largely under the control of the largest moved, the loan was approved. Furthermore, the World
donors: the US, Japan, Germany, France and the UK.8 Bank closely monitored the use of funds and ensured
that the French government would balance its budget.12
The influence of dominant Western powers on the
Bank is an external factor that has guided its evolu- An initial uncertainty regarding the scale and scope of these
tion. Other external factors include global policy shifts, operations contributed to this conservatism. Perhaps more
dramatic shifts in capital markets and new views of de- importantly, the World Bank only had $727 million in
velopment. In terms of internal sources of change, the gold or U.S. dollars (out of initial paid-in capital of $1.6
puissant role of the president is influential in decid- billion). Most countries applying for loans required goods
ing the direction of the organization. Various combina- and supplies that could only be obtained in the U.S. martions of these factors have shaped the way in which the ket and consequently required gold or U.S. currency.13
World Bank has evolved throughout its brief history.
In an effort to expand its assets, World Bank president John
Since its inception, the World Bank has been forced to Jay McCloy made it a focus of his administration to conadapt its purpose and operations many times in order vince American investors that Bank securities were worth
to remain relevant. The radical transformation of finan- purchasing. Shortly after the New York stock exchange
cial markets, the rapid growth of world population, the opened on July 15th 1947, the Bank’s first bonds appeared.
collapse of communism, and the effects of globaliza- These bonds were quickly bought up and began selling at
tion have all presented challenges to which this institu- a premium. Nevertheless, this success came with limitation has had to adapt.9 This evolution can be broken tions as the Bank now had to appease risk averse American
down into five approximate periods: the post-war period investors – further entrenching fiscally conservative val(1944-1951), the shift in focus to the third world (1951- ues. This potential for dependence on Wall Street inevitably
1968), the rise of third world debt (1968-1980), the drew much criticism from the international community.14
implementation of structural adjustments (1980-1989)
and, finally, the adaptation to criticism (1989-Present). With an increase in capital, further loans were approved
for the Netherlands ($195 million out of an application
for $535 million), Denmark ($40 million), and LuxemPost-War Period (1944-1951)
bourg ($12 million). These were not for specific projects
The World Bank’s initial primary purpose was to facili- but instead for financing U.S. dollar imports that would
tate European reconstruction. Throughout this period, it restore the industrial capacity of these nations and rebuild
predominantly focussed on economic growth, rapid (re) their infrastructure. These first four loans were significant
industrialization and the development of infrastructure. to McCloy, who saw the Bank as a lifeline to a “sinking
15
In particular, it was defined by fiscal conservatism, care- Europe” until the implementation of the Marshall Plan.
ful screening, and a focus on financing dollar imports.10
This was a difficult period for Europe, as its access to the
7
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of the war. Furthermore, they were threatened by the po-

tential halt of food, fuel and raw material imports. Despite
the perceived conservatism that permeated the early World
Bank, it was later revealed that these loans were made largely on faith – no one knew if they would actually be repaid
or not.16 It was partially for this reason that McCloy was
an ardent supporter of the Marshall Plan – even going as
far as to testify before U.S. congress – despite knowing that
this “measure would put the Bank out of business in one of
the two principal fields in which it was set up to operate.”17
The European Recovery Program, more commonly known
under the sobriquet of the Marshall Plan, was implemented
in April 1948 and was followed by the Mutual Security Plan
in 1951. Their mandates were to rebuild Europe and make it
profitable again – essentially the same as the World Bank.18
This marked a turning point for the organization, in which
the focus shifted from Europe to the ‘third world.’19/20

Shift in Focus to the Third World (19511968)
The period immediately following World War II saw the
emergence of a whole new class of countries – the Third
World. Over three dozen new countries were formed during the decolonization of Africa and Asia,21 most of which
promptly became members of the World Bank. Whereas
previously the Bank had predominately dealt with industrialized countries recuperating after the devastation
of war, these fledgling states experienced a host of different challenges. They not only required the creation of infrastructure, but also programs that specifically targeted
poverty alleviation. This marked the first time that poverty reduction became a stated goal of the World Bank.22
While the Bank previously lent to European countries,
“Archives - Pages from World Bank History: Richard Demuth,”
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despite uncertainty regarding their ability to repay these
loans, this was largely due to their substantial economic
impact. Moreover, these nations were already well versed
in advanced infrastructure systems and thus it was simply a matter of reconstructing them. Perhaps most importantly, it was vital for the U.S. to get European markets up
and running again so that they could purchase American
goods. The domestic markets of these emerging countries
were not attractive enough to warrant the special treatment that was granted to many European countries.23
So, unlike the loans previously offered to European
states, the World Bank was unwilling to make loans
on faith in this uncharted territory. This was a new domain in which they were cautiously feeling out their
first steps. This risk averse perspective resulted in projects only being funded if they would enable a borrower
country to repay its loans (for example, the construction of ports, highways, trade hubs or power plants).24
The first development loan, of $16 million, was granted to
Chile; however, unlike previous loans that were granted with
a wide mandate for purchasing dollar goods, it came with
the specific stipulation that $13.5 million was to be allocated to the construction of a hydroelectric power plant and
$2.5million to the production of agricultural machinery. In
keeping with previous loans, the Bank carefully monitored
how this money was spent by the Chilean government.25
Throughout the remainder of the 50s and into the 60s, the
bank slowly realigned itself to fulfill this developmental purpose. While European nations began to pay off their loans
during this period, with the first two being repaid by Finland
and Yugoslavia in 1951, the Bank began to approve more
loans to the Third World. These ranged from Jamaica, to
Ethiopia, to Brazil, and were granted by the IDA and IBRD
(as well as other members of the World Bank Group).26

The Rise of Third World Debt (1968-1980)
This era of the Bank’s history was marked by an increase
in programs that were meant to address the foundational causes of poverty, instead of the grand infrastructure
projects that characterized the post-war period. These
Shihata et al., “Evolving Strategies and Policies of Development,”
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24
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initiatives included rural development strategies, the
promotion of small scale industry, agricultural reform,
and an emphasis on the direct provision of health, education and food – essentially a consolidation of its earlier aim of poverty alleviation.27 These new programs
were accompanied by a decentralization of Bank activities and the establishment of Resident Missions. 28
Many loans were approved for an increased diversity of projects under this rejuvenated mandate . These ranged from
pollution control and education reform, to commercial
ventures. The enlarged scope and scale of World Bank operations allowed for an increased number of loan approvals.
During this period a vast number of loans were approved to
countries including The Gambia, Yemen, Mexico, Korea,
China and Brazil inter alia.29/30 As loans became easier to
obtain, developing countries were encouraged to borrow
heavily, in order to fuel economic growth and address issues
related to poverty. Consequently, the indebtedness of Third
World countries skyrocketed to unprecedented levels.31/32
Many of these changes in policy and operations were
the result of the resourcefulness of the President, Robert
McNamara, who exerted the power granted by his position to realign the organization’s goals. These changes
were further compounded by the Nixon shock in 1971
and the 1973-75 economic malaise prompted by the oil
crisis and stock market crash.33 Combined, these factors radically altered the nature of the World Bank.
By the early 1970s inflation in the United States was accelerating - due largely to the Vietnam War - and the country
began to run a serious trade deficit. The sheer amount of
dollars that had been pumped out into the world through
the Marshall Plan, other aid measures, and the expansion of
the American military abroad, meant that the U.S. treasury
saw its gold coverage drop dangerously low. This was called
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the Triffin dilemma.34 This led to the Nixon Shock, in
which the United States unilaterally abandoned the dollargold standard and the par value system – essentially eliminating the raison d’être of the Bretton Woods institutions. 35
This unforeseen return to floating exchange rates, in addition to the 1973-75 recession, forced the World Bank to
face the stark reality of the era. Stagflation, as well as a rise
in unemployment and interest rates, resulted in tenuous
relations between the Bank and the U.S. Federal Reserve.
This made it more difficult to raise additional funds. These
events “clearly necessitated a change in the functioning
and perhaps in the very role” of the World Bank.36
These events were not isolated
points but instead were anchored
within a larger societal shift. The
post war period had been, until this point, largely oriented
around the ideas of the economist John Maynard Keynes (who
was instrumental in creating the
Bretton Woods institutions).
Keynesianism favoured government intervention in markets
and considered it a means by which the fluctuating nature
of capitalism could be stabilized. These values were inherent within the Bretton Woods institutions upon their creation. However, the Nixon Shock and the following recession ushered in a new era of economic thinking. Contrary
to Keynesianism, neoliberal economic policies favoured
a minimization of government intervention, promoted
privatisation and advocated for market determination.37

“These events
were not isolated points
but instead
were anchored
within a larger
societal shift.”

Structural Adjustment Programs (19801989)
These new economic models – now known as the Washington consensus – found ardent supporters in the World
Bank, the IMF and the U.S. Treasury. These ideals were
highly influencial, as they were not only supported by a
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host of international organizations, but also strongly sup-

quickly during the 1970s-80s.45 However, contemporary
critics claim that the few countries that met with success
did so because they did not submit to the unbridled will
of the free market, and instead took a highly state-centric
approach. Furthermore, they point to the steady outflow of
wealth from Third World countries to bankers in the global
North. They also cite the many crises that resulted from
the implementation of SAPs in sub-Saharan Africa, Latin
America and South-East Asia. They argue that the huge
sums of money being diverted to service debts had an extremely negative and disproportional impact on the health,
education and nutrition of the world’s poorest countries.46

ported by the conservative regimes of Thatcher in Britain and Reagan in the United States. Although state-led
development had been the dominant model up until
this point, this was quickly eclipsed by the notion that
a free market was integral to development and growth.38
Once again the Bank’s operations adapted to accommodate
this new purpose. The focus on basic needs and social programs was abandoned in favour of an emphasis on structural adjustments programs (SAPs).39/40 Essentially, these
loans were provided by the World Bank to Third World
countries on the condition that they implement reforms
to lessen government intervention in the economy. The
conditions generally entailed “fiscal discipline, liberalizing These critiques were not limited to the economic realm,
trade, freeing exchange rates and interest rates, privatiz- however. Instead, advocacy groups, non-governmental
ing state industries, deregulation, tax reform to broaden organizations and even international organizations crithe tax base, redirecting public expenditure to increase tiqued the implementation of SAPs over gender, envieconomic returns and redistribute inronmental and human rights issues. It
come, and securing property rights.”41 “Despite the prevawas recognized even as early as 1988 that
these programs were devastating to the
lence of these loans,
The first such loan was granted to Turkey
poor, an idea that was encapsulated by a
they were extremely
in 1980 for $200 million.42 This initial
United Nations report concluding that
controversial.
Advoloan was followed by many others as the
“the most vulnerable population groups,
1981-82 recession sent already indebted cates pointed to success in particular women, youth, the disabled
developing countries to the brink of de- stories, such as that of
and the aged, [had] been severely and
43
fault. In 1985, 12 of the world’s most
adversely affected.”47 It was largely a reSouth
Korea,
where
the
indebted countries had SAPs; by 1990,
sponse to these critiques that informed the
World
Bank
provided
the number of SAPs issued around the
World Bank’s next period of adaptation.
world had risen to 187.44 It was believed huge amounts of fundthat these policies would stabilize the eco- ing and the economy
Responding to Criticism
nomic situation in these countries and
(1989-Present)
grew quickly during
allow them to repay their other debts.

the 1970s-80s”

The deluge of criticism that began in
Despite the prevalence of these loans, they
the 1980s reached a critical threshwere extremely controversial. Advocates pointed to success old in the 1990s. Commentators on the right claimed
stories, such as that of South Korea, where the World Bank that it was a bad hangover from an interventionist
provided huge amounts of funding and the economy grew era, whereas those on the left labelled it as a new form
38
of imperialism.48 This torrent of bad press, combined
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The fall of the Berlin wall ushered in a new era for both
the world and the World Bank. The mission of aiding
war torn states, “which was ignored during the Cold War,
[came] back with a vengeance.”49 The multitude of newly
independent states soon bolstered the ranks of the World
Bank Group, as they sought assistance in their transitions from command economies to capitalist economies.
Unlike the emphasis on macroeconomic growth that existed
under adjustment lending, this allowed the Bank to gradually shift toward a new goal of sustainable development, coupled with the underlying emphasis on poverty alleviation.
However, this transition did not occur immediately. Instead
World Bank officials simultaneously defended SAPs while
trying to alter them so as to address the aforementioned
problems. They currently still exist, albeit in a radically different form, and are designed to complement the World
Bank’s new emphasis on sustainable poverty alleviation.50
A change of presidency in 1995 consolidated these changes. James Wolfensohn made it very clear that his priorities were constructing institutions in host countries, improving governance, enhancing the agency of the poor,
strengthening the rule of law, and eradicating corruption.
It was Wolfensohn who wanted the Bank to have “a human face” and who dreamed of a world without poverty.51

Furthermore, globalization gave rise to “integrated capital
markets, in which private flows to developing countries
have become more important than public ones.”54 Consequently, the Bank had to face some bleak statistics. The
IBRD’s lending declined throughout this period from $13
billion in the 1990s, to approximately $10billion in 20042005. Private capital flows over comparable time periods
amounted to over $300 billion a year and the trend is generally of increasing investment (although the 2008 financial crisis is proving resistant
to recovery), despite the “The old adage
volatility of private capital, Tempora mutantur,
Perhaps, as many have sug- nos et mutamur in
gested, lending to middleincome countries is no lon- illis – time changes
ger necessary and the IBRD and we change
is a dying institution.55 with it – is true of

the World Bank.”

Calls for dissolution of the
organization put further
pressure on the World Bank to reform. In 1998 they officially redefined the organization as a ‘Knowledge Bank’
– essentially the world leader in development research
and policy. This was possible, as the organization had
grown into the “largest centre for development economics” and often attracted the best minds in the field.56 Part
of this initiative was to set global standards and norms
(for example, environmental regulations on investments
or ethical investing). Equally important was identification of uneven application of private capital and investment in projects and programmes that were deemed
too risky or infeasible by private sector organizations.57
Despite these many reforms, and an acceptance of past
faults, the World Bank is still fervently criticized. This
prompts the question: is the World Bank worth keeping?

It was through his initiative that the World Bank adopted
a two-pronged approach. On one hand, they would focus
on supporting economic prosperity in borrowing countries
through a variety of programs and policies. An example
of this would be the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) initiative which made 39 countries around the
world eligible for special assistance. On the other hand,
they would invest directly in people through human resource development. This manifested itself in the form
of increased lending to local non-governmental organiReimagining the World Bank
zations and charities.52 It was hoped that through these
programs, the organization would experience a restored The old adage Tempora mutantur, nos et mutamur in ilsense of mission, more confidence from recipients, as well lis – time changes and we change with it – is true of the
as donors, and a rejuvination in its lending operations.53 World Bank. The World Bank currently faces a challenging situation. The dwindling relevance of public flows of
49
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capital, the “epic recession” of 2008,

and a deep rooted
mistrust of the organization are among some of the problems faced. For the World Bank to remain relevant, it must
first accept that its past reforms have been inadequate.
Then, and only then, will it be able to reimagine itself.
58

While many critiques of the World Bank are outdated
and do not actually reflect the contemporary operations
of the organization, others are valid and reflect a genuine need for change. Of particular concern is the artificial disjuncture between the economic and social realms
implicit within World Bank policy. This is largely due to
uncritical faith in neoliberal economic ideals, which emphasize adjustments on a national level . Although macroeconomic health is important, wealth does not necessarily
trickle down – it must also be encouraged from below.59
It is this blind adherence to free trade and neoliberal values
that is one of the Bank’s greatest weaknesses. Many of the
world’s dominant economies went through mercantilist or
protectionist periods in their development – France, Germany, Japan and the U.S. in particular – so why should
developing countries skip straight to the extreme of unrestricted markets? It is for this reason that the IMF and
the World Bank are often accused of being tools of imperialism. Consequently, it is paramount that there is a
recognition that there is more than one valid economic
model, and that developing countries often lack the capacity to adequately handle the rigours of free trade.60
The Bank cannot hope to achieve these changes unless it
manages to effectively translate purpose into operation.
Their goals are just ones: workers’ rights, women’s health,
non-discrimination, local self-reliance, creation of infrastructure, education and poverty reduction amongst others.
However, these good intentions need to actually be put
into effect. For example, funds are often blatantly misused
for political purposes (a problem also faced by the IMF)61
or simply stolen by corrupt officials in recipient countries.
To prevent this, the organization needs more transparency.
This could be achieved through a reform of the internal
structure that facilitates accountability, and the creation of
a mechanism that circumnavigates institutional inertia.62
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Moreover, an approach of international standardization and
normalization – although at times desirable – is not the
best solution to every situation. Instead the Bank needs to
operate under the assumption that each problem is unique
to its context.63 To borrow a term coined by the anthropologist Arjun Appadurai, the World Bank needs to “glocalize” its operations to best address the local problem.64
It is at this confluence of international expertise and local
experience where
innovation and “It is important to presolutions occur. serve this institution,

The World Bank partly because it has the
should seek to potential to be transspecialize
in formed into a puissant
knowledge, de- tool to combat poverty,
velopment and
i n t e r n a t i o n a l - but also because such an
local
coopera- organization might never
tion. Lending to be created today due to
middle income the dichotomous political
countries is no
longer relevant climate.”
due to the aforementioned private capital flows; as a result, the Bank should restrict its
loans to the poorest nations with little access to capital.
A transfer of knowledge and expertise should be coupled
with these measures, not top down structural adjustments.
It is important to preserve this institution, partly because
it has the potential to be transformed into a puissant tool
to combat poverty, but also because such an organization
might never be created today due to the dichotomous political climate. Finally, the purpose of the World Bank – poverty alleviation – is a noble one; it is simply a matter of making the implementation an accurate reflection of the intent.
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Evolutionary and Acquiescent
Ulama:
A Comparative Analysis of the
Ulama in Saudi Arabia and preRevolutionary Iran
Eric Freeman

I

n Saudi Arabia between the mid-1950s to the mid-1990s
and in Iran between the mid-1950s to the late-1970s,
the respective dynastic monarchies both embarked on policies designed to diminish the power and influence of the
ulama - the religious elite.1/2 In both countries, the ulama
have traditionally been important political actors, able to
exert considerable influence throughout society. In Iran,
these policies culminated in the 1979 revolution, while in
Saudi Arabia, the Saudi ulama have not, to date, mounted
any significant opposition to the regime. This paper will
elucidate why the ulama in Saudi Arabia have continued to
support the Saudi regime, while the Iranian ulama revolted
against the Pahlavi regime. I argue that there have been
two principal causes for the contrasting responses of the
ulama in Saudi Arabia and the ulama in Iran. First, there
are organizational and doctrinal differences between the
ulama in the two countries, and these differences endowed
the ulama in Iran more independence from the regime,
as well as more power, than their counterparts in Saudi
Arabia. Second, unlike Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in Iran,
the Saudi royal family has incorporated the ulama within
the regime. Consequently, although the power of the Saudi
ulama has diminished, the Saudi royal family has not isolated and antagonized the ulama to any significant extent.
This paper is divided into two sections. The first section will
highlight several structural differences between the ulama
in Saudi Arabia and in Iran. This section will establish how
these structural differences endowed the Iranian ulama with
greater independence and power, enhancing their ability
to revolt. The second section will highlight how the Saudi
regime has been more prudent in its management of the
ulama. This section will demonstrate that by incorporatJoseph A. Kechinchian, “The Role of the Ulama in the politics of
an Islamic State: The Case of Saudi Arabia” International Journal of
Middle East Studies 18, no. 1 (February 1986): 60,
2
Shahough Akhavi, Religion and Politics in Contemporary Iran:
Clergy-State Relations in the Pahlavi Period (Albany: State University
of New York Press, 1980), 132
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ing the ulama within the regime, the Saudis have secured
continued religious legitimization and have not alienated or antagonized the ulama to any significant extent.

Organizational and Structural Differences: Power and Independence
In both Iran and Saudi Arabia, the ulama have historically played a significant role in providing political elites
with religious legitimization.3/4 However, the relationship between the ulama in Saudi Arabia and the Saudi
royal family is unique and is significantly different from
that which has existed in Iran between the Iranian ulama
and the Shah. The origins of the Saudi state are rooted
in a religious and political alliance from 1744, between
Muhammad Ibn al-Wahhab and Muhammad Ibn Saud.5
Indeed, the current Saudi state is the third manifestation
of the Wahabbi state, emerging in 1902 and consolidated
in 1932, in which Abdul-Aziz Ibn Saud invoked the alliance between the Al Saud and the al-Shaykh family - the
descendants of al-Wahhab - in order to legitimize his rule.6
The unique religious-political alliance that exists within
Saudi Arabia is important because the Saudi “ulama have,
since the alliance in the eighteenth century, remained intimately tied to... the Saudi state.”7 Conversely, the ulama
in Iran have functioned as an independent social institution, and have lived through multiple regimes - such as the
Safavid dynasty, the Qajar dynasty, and Pahlavi dynasty. 8
The ulama in Saudi Arabia have also been much more financially dependent on the Saudi state than the ulama in
Iran have been on the Iranian state. This is partially a result
of the fact that the Saudi ulama are Sunni, while the Iranian
ulama are Shi’a. Sunni ulama have traditionally been much
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more financially dependent on the political elite.

Indeed,
ulama in Saudi Arabia are salaried employees of the state.10
The financial dependence of the ulama on the state is actually rooted in a Wahabbi doctrine, which stipulates that the
political elite is responsible for collection of zakat – a mandatory religious tax.11 Furthermore, Wahhabism prohibits
the ulama “from receiving gifts and donations or surviving
on awqaf (religious endowments) revenues.”12 Ultimately,
because the ulama in Saudi Arabia are so dependent on
the royal family, they are more beholden to them, and this
reduces their ability to protest or rebel against the regime.
9

Conversely, the Iranian ulama were financially independent of the Pahlavi regime. The financial independence of
the Iranian ulama from the Pahlavi regime has its roots
in both historic practice, which dates back to the Safavid
dynasty, as well as Shi’a religious doctrine, which assures
the ulama administration over religiously mandated taxes.13 Mandatory religious taxes – such as the zukat and
khums – have historically been administered and collected directly by the ulama, and this practice has continued
throughout both the Qajar and Pahlavi dynasties.14 By
collecting the religious taxes independently of the state,
the Iranian ulama have been able to maintain a level of
independence from the state. This financial independence
has enabled the Iranian ulama to oppose the ruling elite
on multiple occasions, such as in the Tobacco Concession
(1891-1892) as well as in the Constitutional Revolution
(1905-1911).15 Both of these instances of ulama opposition against the ruling elite resulted in political victories for
the ulama. Ultimately, the ulama-led oppositional movements underscore the way in which the financial independence of the Iranian ulama has enabled them, more so
than their Saudi counterparts, to oppose the political elite.

er and influence than their counterparts in Saudi Arabia.
Doctrinally, it is important to note the emphasis placed on
ritual within Shi’a Islam. In the Usuli branch of Shi’a Islam,
which is the dominant religious affiliation in Iran, people
are divided into either laypeople or experts, and laypeople
are required to emulate the leaders.16 Furthermore, in the
mid-nineteenth century, a religious position emerged in
Shi’a Islam, called the marja al-taqlid. A marja al-taqlid is
a pre-eminent religious authority, of which there could be
one or multiple in existence, who ultimately served as the
“source of emulation.”17 The centrality of ritual and sources
of emulation in Shi’a Islam is a significant factor that enables the Iranian ulama to rebel. Akhavi notes that “the
informal network of assistants, religious students, bazaar
merchants and common believers that these individuals
[sources of emulation] came to supervise provided a social
base of support.”18 As well, ritual and sources of emulation create a clear hierarchy with the Shi’a clergy, and it is
a hierarchy that is once again independent of the political
elite.19 This is important because it enabled prominent
religious leaders, such as Ayatollah Khomeini, to mobilize
their followers.20 As well, it is important to note that the
Shi’a position of marja al-taqlid provided the foundation
for Khomeini’s valayat i-faqih, which ultimately gave the
ulama in Iran justification to hold political power.21 Although valayat i-faqih did not particularly empower the
Iranian ulama before the revolution, it did establish a viable
clergy-based alternative to the Shah. In this sense, it did
provide more incentive to rebel and is thus noteworthy.

In Saudi Arabia, the ulama do not achieve the same degree
of influence and power that their counterparts do in Iran.
Indeed, there is no position within Sunni Islam which is
analogous to the power and influence of the marja al-taqlid
in Shi’a Islam.22 Furthermore, as will be elaborated upon in
Finally, there are doctrinal and structural differences be- the next section, the high-ranking religious establishment
tween the ulama in Iran and the ulama in Saudi Arabia,
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is government appointed, and this is a significant source of
their political power and social status.23 However, this is
not to say that the ulama in Saudi Arabia do not have influence and power. The Saudi ulama do serve as intermediaries
between the royal family and different groups within the
Saudi state.24 Through their control of the mosques, the
Saudi ulama are able to reach and influence the population
at large, and this remains an important element of their
power.25 Nevertheless, although the ulama in Saudi Arabia
are able to influence the public and do have power, they
have not had the same level of influence or independence
that the high-ranking Shi’a clergy in Iran have possessed.

roles.28 However, although both the Saudi royal family and the Shah embarked on measures that angered the
ulama and were designed to diminish their influence and
power, the Saudis have succeeded in doing this in a manner that has not provoked widespread dissent or revolution. A significant reason for this success is that although
the ulama in Saudi Arabia historically had stronger ties
to the Saudi royal family than the ulama in Iran had to
the pre-revolutionary Iranian state, the Saudi royal family
has also taken steps to further incorporate the ulama into
the regime. There have been two significant consequences
of this difference. First, by incorporating the ulama into
the state, the Saudi royal family has been able to secure
Ultimately, there are several structural and doctrinal dif- continued religious legitimization. Second, by giving the
ferences between the ulama in Iran and the ulama in Saudi ulama a stake in the regime, the Saudis have succeeded in
Arabia. These differences are significant because they en- diminishing the ulama’s power without antagonizing them.
dowed the ulama in Iran with substantially more independence from the political elites and with more power and First, the Saudi royal family has incorporated the ulama
social influence. The additional independence and power into the regime by bureaucratizing the high-ranking relithat the Iranian ulama possessed were important factors gious officials into state-appointed positions. In 1953, the
that helped to facilitate their rebellion against the Shah. government established the state-appointed Institute for
Conversely, the Saudi ulama have not had the same de- the Issue of Religio-Legal Opinion and in 1971 it estabgree of independence from the royal family nor have they lished the state-appointed Council of Senior ulama, who
had the same social base of support that the Iranian ula- pronounce religious and legal judgments.29 Moreover, as
ma have possessed. Consequently, they have not had the of 1993, the head of the Council of Senior Ulama held the
same ability to instigate a revolt against the political elite. position of Grand Mufti, who constitutes the top-ranking
member in the religious establishment.30 On the other
Managing the ulama: Incorporation into hand, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi did not try to incorporate
the ulama into the regime, but rather attempted to assert his
the Regime
own religious leadership.31 Indeed, throughout the modernizing Pahlavi dynasty, even more so than in preceding
In both Saudi Arabia and in Iran, the ulama have witnessed
dynasties, there was a clear segregation between the state
the implementation of policies that have defied their reliand the religious elite.32 The bureaucratization of the ulama
gious beliefs, as well as policies that were designed to diwithin the state has been a significant factor in helping to
minish their power. In Saudi Arabia, the royal family has
ensure that the Saudi regime continues to receive religious
embarked on numerous policies that have angered many
legitimization for their rule as well as religious legitimizaof the ulama, such as the introduction of the television
tion for their modernization policies. The creation of the
in 1963.26 As well, the Saudi royal family has embarked
Senior Council of ulama, in particular, established a permaon numerous policies designed to diminish the power of
nent institution of elite religious officials who could subsethe ulama, such as the establishment of a Ministry of Jusquently be used to provide religious legitimization for the
tice, which the ulama viewed as a threat to their religious
Saudi royal family as well as their modernization policies.33
prerogatives.27 Similarly, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi emThe Saudi regime has been able to use the Senior Council of
barked on modernization policies that both incensed the
ulama in order to delegitimize and assuage religious opposiIranian ulama and threatened their power and traditional
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tion. In 1979, the Council of Senior ulama issued a fatwa

(legal ruling) denouncing the seizure of the Grand Mosque
by religious rebels.34 During the Gulf War in 1990, the
Council supported the King’s decision to allow the deployment of foreign troops within Saudi Arabia.35 Finally, in
1991, a group of ulama sent a petition, called the Memorandum of Advice, to the regime, which called for the regime to enhance the authority of the ulama.36 With pressure from the regime, the Council of Senior ulama strongly
denounced the Memorandum of Advice. However, seven
of the seventeen members on the Council abstained, claiming ill health, and were subsequently dismissed from the
Council by the King. This demonstrates the institutional
subordination of the Saudi ulama to the Saudi royal family.37 Ultimately, the bureaucratization of ulama within the
Saudi regime is important because it has “routinized the use
of religion and the religious establishment as a source of
legitimization.”38 By contrast, the failure of Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi to incorporate the ulama within the regime
mitigated his ability to receive religious legitimization. The
Shah attempted to obtain religious legitimization, independent from the ulama, by asserting his own religious
leadership; however, as argued by Perry, he failed to secure
religious legitimization, and often “the religious scholars
that he tried to undermine were perceived much more
as the true spokesmen for the faith than was the Shah.”39
By incorporating the ulama into the regime, the Saudi royal
family has also largely avoided alienating and antagonizing
the ulama. Although the ulama have experienced a decline
in their power since the 1950s, they have not mounted
any serious resistance to the Saudi monarchy.40 One significant reason for this is that, by incorporating the ulama
into the regime, the Saudi royal family has succeeded in
providing the ulama with channels to affect the policies of
the regime, especially policies that are religiously important. Layish notes that the Saudi “royal house, aware of the
importance of the ulama, does its upmost to institutionalize them, to integrate them into the ruling elite and give
them due honour in matters of protocol so that they feel
full partners in responsibility for policy and political deciKechinchian, “The Role of the Ulama,” 60-63
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sions.”41 By giving the ulama a stake within the regime, the
Saudi royal family has managed to avoid provoking them.
Bligh notes that the ulama meet weekly with the Saudi
royal family and that they maintain significant control over
certain issues – such as education and justice – that are
viewed as religiously important.42 Indeed, since 1960, the
ulama have been represented in every government Cabinet. Moreover, members of the ulama, and specifically
the members of the al-Shaykh family, have occupied the
religiously important ministerial positions - such as Minister of Education and Minister of Justice.43 As well, the
ulama control the Council for Exhortation to Good and
Interdiction of Evil, otherwise known as the religious police, and this allows them to influence public behaviour.44
In Iran, the Shah did not try to incorporate the ulama
within the state, nor to give them any influence over policy. Rather, the Shah embarked on numerous policies designed to eliminate their power as well as their traditional
religious roles within Iranian society. In the early 1970s,
the Shah announced the creation of the Religious Corps,
which would be comprised of young university students
rather than graduates of the ulama-run madrassas, as well
as the creation of a Department of Religious Propaganda
in the Endowments Organization.45 The functions of
these two organizations paralleled the functions of ulama,
and as such represented an attempt to segregate the ulama
from the regime while simultaneously eliminating their
power and traditional roles.46 As well, in 1976, the Shah
changed the Iranian calendar to match the Zoroastrian
calendar, which led many in the ulama to fear that the
Shah might revitalize the Zoroastrian religion and declare
Iran to be a Zoroastrian state.47 It is important to note
that not only was the Shah threatening the power of the
ulama, but the modernization policies of the White Revolution also threatened many of the ulama’s traditional allies, such as the bazaari – the merchants of the bazaar. In
the White Revolution, the Shah introduced land reform
and endorsed the destruction of the physical bazaar markets, and these actions angered the bazaari and, as argued
by Moaddel, this “provided favorable conditions for the
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growth in ulama power in their opposition to the state.”48
Finally, not only did the Shah fail to incorporate the ulama
into the regime, but he also employed state violence as a
means to repress them. This violent strategy to repress the
ulama is significant because it consolidated the ulama in
opposition to the regime.49 Before the revolution the majority of the Shi’a clergy were dormant, and it was only a
radical minority, led by Khomeini, that were overtly opposing the regime. However, as noted by Perry, the Shah
used secret police to infiltrate the ulama, he placed shrines
under military control, and he imprisoned, expelled, and
executed leading oppositional ulama; this excessive use of
violence caused the “quiescent, conservative ulama such
as Ayatollah Shari’atmadari to call for an end to the [S]
hah’s dictatorship and to recognize Ayatollah Khomeini
as the representative of the popular will.”50 Ultimately,
the Saudi royal family attempted to integrate and subordinate the ulama to the regime, while the Shah attempted to exclude the ulama and to eliminate their power.
In conclusion, although both the Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
and the Saudi royal family have attempted to diminish the
power of the religious elite within their respective countries, the Saudis have enjoyed much greater success in this
respect. The cause of this has been twofold. First, the ulama in the two countries differ in several significant ways.
These differences ultimately endowed the Iranian ulama
with more power and influence, therefore enhancing their
ability to revolt. Second, unlike the Shah, whose attempt
to undermine the influence of the ulama culminated in
a revolution, the Saudi royal family has successfully employed a “carrot-and-stick policy” regarding the ulama:
they have rewarded them with influence and control over
areas of religious importance – such as the ministries of
education and justice – while simultaneously eliminating
the influence of members of the ulama who dissented from
the regime, such as those ulama who abstained from the
condemnation of the Memorandum of Advice. Overall,
although there are many parallels between the strategies of
the Shah and the Saudi royal family as well as similarities
between the ulama in the two countries, the ulama in both
Saudi Arabia and Iran, as well as the strategies employed
by the two regimes, have many significant differences. Understanding these differences is critical to understanding
why the ulama revolted in Iran but not in Saudi Arabia.
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Cuban Medical Internationalism:
Building South-South cooperation and alternative health
systems
Caroline Whidden

S

ince the Revolution, Cuba has devoted much of its
energy and resources to developmental assistance
in countries that have had similar historical struggles,
with health care at the forefront of such efforts. Cuba’s
international medical aid efforts since the 1960s have
involved various dimensions, the most prominent of
which are Havana’s Comprehensive Healthcare Delivery
Program (CHDP) agreements, in-country medical training programs, bringing foreign patients to Cuba for free
surgery and other medical procedures, awarding scholarship to foreign students for full-time medical education,
and extending short-term disaster relief. As a result, the
Cuban Revolution has succeeded in establishing its position as a major player in international medical diplomacy
and its contributions to improving global health are truly
commendable. While neo-liberalism frames development
in terms of economic growth, Cuba has recognized that
the health of a country, particularly of its most vulnerable populations, plays a very fundamental role in development, and has framed domestic and foreign policy
accordingly.
The emergence of leftist governments in Latin America
and the strengthening of Cuba’s regional identity coincide
with increasing recognition of the need for an alternative
development model. Cuba has demonstrated a shift away
from aid and towards solidarity and the potential for strong
South-South cooperation in achieving developmental
aims, providing the framework for a promising alternative to the predominant North-South flow of assistance.
The argument presented in this paper is two-fold. First,
given that the leading causes of death and illness in the
global South continue to be preventable diseases caused
by a lack of access to basic primary care and poor health
promotion, the Cuban model is undoubtedly more suitable to addressing the global public health crisis than the
West’s model of health based on hospital medicine and
high technology. Secondly, although it is important to
build capacity and exchange knowledge within and between nation states rather than maintaining dependency on
aid, the most valuable lesson to be drawn from the Cuban
experience of medical internationalism is for countries to
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ultimately develop sustainable healthcare systems of their

its outcomes, processes, infrastructure, human
own by adopting the Cuban emphasis on communityresources, and equality of access. Without this
based primary care. While the Cuban solidarity programs
domestic medical success, any gesture of proand medical brigades can contribute to the betterment
viding medical aid to other countries would
of the people of a particular marginalized community,
be neither credible nor much appreciated.4
development at the national level requires strong political determination for good health from the host country. Since it began its policies of medical internationalism,
Cuba has demonstrated the ability to send a quarter of
This paper will analyze and evaluate Cuban medical inter- its medical staff away on international missions without
nationalism and its role in promoting international devel- seriously compromising the delivery and quality of health
opment specifically in terms of its CHDP arrangements care in Cuba. Not only is the patient-to-doctor ratio rewith other countries in the global South and its medical markable, but Cuba also has a rather equitable distribueducation program for foreign students – the Escuela Lati- tion of medical personnel and resources. Although Cuba
noamericana de Medicina (ELAM) – being the key insti- continues to face poverty-related challenges, including
tution in this endeavor. These policies will be evaluated in health problems, it has substantially narrowed the gap
terms of their underlying motivations, their contribution between its health indicators of infant mortality and life
to development at the national and community level, and expectancy and those of the US and other developed nathe challenges they face in achieving developmental aims. tions. It has done so by reinforcing its commitment to primary care as key to improving health status. By 1999, a
It is important to begin by noting that “[a]lthough Ha- neighbourhood-based family doctor-and-nurse program
vana’s aid efforts have been and continue to be not only was in place across the country and covering 98.3 per cent
ambitious but indeed breathtaking in scope, there has of Cuba’s 11 million people.5 The program embedded
been very little in terms of serious scholarly or policy health services deeper into communities with the aim of
analysis studies of the subject.”1 There are only two main more effective health promotion and disease prevention.
works that extensively and broadly discuss Cuban medical internationalism, one published in 1993 by Julie Fein- Cuba’s first significant international medical outreach ocsilver2 and the other more recent publication by Krik curred in 1960 when Havana dispatched medical teams
& Erisman3 from 2009. Both were heavily relied upon to Chile to provide humanitarian assistance following the
for the following analysis. The only source that regularly major earthquake disaster. Although Cuba continued to
publishes news and research articles pertaining to Cuba’s engage in ad hoc disaster relief operations, more compreinternational as well as domestic medical policies is ME- hensive and long-term projects based on formal arrangeDICC, a nonprofit NGO founded in 1997. In regard to ments soon became the focus of the Revolution’s medical
US media sources, Cuba’s international medical policies aid programs. The first of such initiatives occurred in 1963
have been portrayed almost exclusively in military terms. when Havana and the newly independent government of
Algeria entered into an arrangement to send the RevoluBefore Cuba was able to engage in medical outreach tion’s first international medical brigade composed of 58
it first had to achieve considerable success in develop- doctors and other health workers. This large and uncondiing its own health resources and attain health indica- tional assistance has been attributed to the revolutionary
tors of an international standard worthy of emulation. government’s ability to identify fully with Algeria as a poor
nation fighting to emerge from and overcome the legaCuba’s ability to conduct medical diplomacy is
cies of colonialism. Since then, Cuba has concluded agreea logical outcome of having developed a healthments with approximately 100 other governments, mostly
care system capable of accumulating symbolic
in Sub-Saharan Africa, the Caribbean, and Latin America,
capital by garnering international accolades for
with Cuban medical aid involving a grand total of more
than 100,000 health professionals.6 “The impressive scope
1
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that the number of Cuban medical aid personnel working
overseas in 2009 (38,000, of which 17,000 were doctors) The Cuban Foreign Ministry summarizes the CHDP proexceeded those deployed by the World Health Organization grams as a cooperative arrangement based on the delivand indeed the G-8 nations of the industrialized world.”7 ery of health specialists and technicians, generally family
doctors, for a two-year term at most.11
There is no doubt that Cuba’s policy of “Gambia has long suf- These medical brigades work in rural armedical internationalism has brought fered from the incom- eas or in urban barrios lacking in governsignificant diplomatic benefits for the
prehensible doctor-to- ment or private medical services, so as to
Revolution and has helped to develop its
not interfere with local physicians. These
patient
ratio
of
1
for
foreign policy in terms of enhancing its
government-to-government agreements
every
50,000
people
international stature and potential soft
usually entail a commitment from the
power. Feinsilver claims that medical di- until 1998 when, host country to provide the Cuban mediplomacy has allowed Cuba to accumulate
upon the arrival of Cu- cal brigades with lodging, food, domestic
considerable ‘symbolic capital’ in terms of
transportation, and a modest monthly stiban
healthcare
workgoodwill, prestige, influence, credit, and
pend of usually 100 to 150 dollars. Howers
to
deliver
services
power as a result of the initial investment
ever, according to Kirk & Erisman, Cuba
of material capital as well as the time and and offer training, can and often does waive some or all of
effort given to these projects.8 This symthe ratio decreased to these provisions, especially the stipends,
bolic capital can eventually be converted
in the cases where they are difficult for the
1
physician
for
evinto material capital, which in Cuba’s
host country to provide.12 At the other
case means both bilateral and multilateral ery 21,000 people.” end of the agreement, the Cuban Health
aid, trade, credit and investment.9 ParMinistry is responsible for ensuring that
ticularly in the face of strict US trade embargos that fol- the medical professionals receive their regular salaries,
lowed the sudden demise of the support it received from round-trip transportation, and other logistical support.
the former Soviet Union, medical diplomacy has been
key to seeking international solidarity for the Revolution. One critically lauded case of Cuban internationalism is their
comprehensive programs in The Gambia, a country that,
Shortly following Cuba’s unique response to Hurricane with strong political leadership in the health care sector and
Mitch, for example, both Honduras and Guatemala shifted the cooperation provided by Cuba, has been able to imtoward normalizing diplomatic relations with Cuba, and prove access to healthcare services and build a valuable mabilateral relations have since expanded with both countries. laria treatment and prevention program. One of the poorest
In 2003, Cuba made a major commitment to Venezuela, countries on the Human Development Index, The Gambia
a country with one of the greatest income inequalities in has long suffered from the incomprehensible doctor-toSouth America. The agreement falls under the Bolivarian patient ratio of 1 for every 50,000 people until 1998 when,
Alliance for the Americas (ALBA) accords, a body to foster upon the arrival of Cuban healthcare workers to deliver serSouth-South bilateral agreements based on each country’s vices and offer training, the ratio decreased to 1 physician
resources. In the case of Cuba and Venezuela, the arrange- for every 21,000 people.13 By 2004, four years after Cuba
ment is often simplified in the media to ‘oil-for-doctors’.10 established the University of The Gambia Medical School,
While it is difficult to attribute this normalization of rela- the ratio became 1 physician for every 9,174 people.14
tions between Cuba and various countries in Africa, the
Caribbean, and Latin America in recent years solely to 11 Michael, H. Erisman, “Cuba’s Overseas Medical Aid Programs
Cuban medical diplomacy, there is no doubt that it has And Soft Power Politics,” Annual Conference of the Society of Latin
Studies at the University of Liverpool, 2008.
indeed been the principle factor in this development. American
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Yet the political motivation from President Yahya Jam-

meh after he was elected in the mid-1990s, not only to
make health a top priority but also to address health needs
from a local perspective, has been critical to these improvements in The Gambia. In 1998, the president proposed a
medical institution dedicated to training physicians with
a commitment to treating vulnerable populations within
The Gambia. Cuban and Gambian professors developed a
six-year curriculum focusing on meeting local needs such
as integrated medicine, community-based consultations,
and disaster preparedness.15 The partnership allowed Gambian professionals to provide local context to the broad
knowledge of disease prevention of the Cuban experts.

ment that they will serve in vulnerable communities when
they graduate.”17 In this sense, ELAM is an example of
how a medical school’s institutional ethics plays a role in
preparing physicians to bring their skills to the vulnerable, valuing community service above personal fortune.
ELAM was formed in 1998 following the devastation
caused by Hurricane Mitch that killed over 30,000 and
displaced hundreds of thousands across Central America.
The already pressing need for health-care services and
support in rural areas of Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua escalated into a full-scale disaster.
Many countries responded with immediate aid; however,
it was Cuba that suggested the creation of an institution
that would empower would-be graduates to eventually
strengthen the local healthcare workforce of affected communities. This move was significant in that it demonstrated
Cuba’s commitment to capacity-building as part of its foreign policy of medical outreach.18 The school later welcomed students affected by poverty and marginalization
from 29 different countries, including the United States.
Currently, over 10,000 scholarship students from across
the global South are studying in Cuban medical schools.

The case of malaria in The Gambia is an example of how
a particular disease can be targeted as part of a broader
public health initiative based on political will of governments partnered with Cuba’s role in training people on
the ground in preventative care. Donated medicines from
international organizations and civil society groups also
assisted the initiative. In an interview with MEDICC,
WHO Resident Representative Dr. Nestor Shivute argues that the Cuban-supported program’s success relies on
four main strategies: vector control, access to early diagnosis and treatment, prevention through public education The recruitment process of ELAM students varies from
and involvement, and research,16 all of which are rela- country to country and continues to evolve. Generally
tively basic, cost-effective methods to disease eradication. the process starts with the help of third-party solidarity
organizations that pre-select applicants from humble backOne particular challenge that can arise from this type of grounds usually from rural areas.19 The idea is that these
medical interventionism is that agreements made between students will have a clear understanding of the challenges
Havana and national governing bodies of recipient coun- facing their fellow citizens, and as a result, are very much
tries may not take into consideration the particular dynam- inclined to remain and contribute to the health of their
ics and health structures at the community level. The extent country. This is a more effective alternative to ‘forced-reto which Cuban health workers become integrated into a tention’ or ‘contractual service’ requirements for medical
community and interact with local health workers, for ex- graduates in some developing countries since it is based
ample traditional healers or midwives, is difficult to predict on personal choice as well as positive reinforcement and
and document, as it would depend on the specific local con- encouragement. ELAM allows the pre-medical qualifitext. Another significant feature of Cuba’s medical interna- cations to vary and also assesses student motivation. Altionalism, the training of foreign medical students in Cuba though this allows for flexibility in the selection process,
to return to their home countries to practice primary health the absence of transparency makes the process susceptible
care, could potentially avoid this particular challenge. to influences and errors in judgment. Applications are then
processed through the Cuban embassy in that country.20
The Escuela Latinoamericana de Medicina (ELAM) is a
medical school that exclusively receives thousands of for- 17 Robert Huish, “How Cuba’s Latin American School of Medicine
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The school’s curriculum reflects Cuba’s domestic health policies, focusing on community health promotion, preventative care, and identifying and perhaps intervening on the
social, cultural, economic and environmental determinants
of health rather than just core clinical practice.21 Training in traditional and natural medicinal practices is also
part of the core curriculum. The education is meant to prepare health professionals to have the confidence and skills
necessary to work in resource-poor environments where
health care services are most needed, and to understand
health challenges in relation to issues of social justice and
inequality. ELAM’s curriculum and overall mandate promotes “community-oriented primary care as a counter-hegemonic action against neoliberal healthcare structures.” 22
The culture of medical schools in the South – which is
modeled off that in the North – encourages responsive
clinical practice over community-oriented care based on
principles of disease prevention and health promotion,
building a skill set that is more attuned to the market demand of developed countries and therefore contributing
to the brain-drain. In South Africa for instance, between
one-third and one-half of all medical graduates migrate
to the global North.23 The Cuban model discourages the
notion that migration to Westernized countries is a measure of medical success and encourages a sense of moral
duty to serve the most vulnerable. Radically altering the
nature of medical education in the global South will likely
encourage some medical graduates to remain in their home
country where the need for medical care may be greatest.
However, this cannot be seen as a panacea for addressing
the brain-drain phenomenon. The migration pipeline to
the global North is influenced by a multitude of factors,
and is fundamentally founded in the enormous issue of
income disparity between rich and poor countries.
The leading causes of death in the global South continue
to be preventable diseases like pneumonia, diarrhea, and
tuberculosis that are caused by a lack of access to basic
primary care, infrastructure, and poor health promotion.
The Cuban model trains family physicians that can cater
to these primary needs, rather than training specialists and
tertiary care providers likely to migrate to the North where
Huish, “How Cuba’s Latin American School of Medicine challenges the ethics of physician migration,” 302.
21
Ken Flegel, “A Cuban Revolution in Medical Education,” Social
Science & Medicine 69 (2009): 305-06.
22
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the Royal Institute of Public Health 122 (2008): 553.
20

these qualifications are best financially rewarded. As such,
Cuban medical internationalism, where strategies of disease
prevention and health promotion are just as important as
clinical competency, is much more effective in addressing
the global public health crisis than the West’s model of
health based on hospital medicine and high technology.
The major limitations of Cuba’s health system are due
to the state of the economy in terms of shortage of
money and inadequate access to physical inputs, medicines, and basic supplies, which is very much affected by
the US embargo. “As a result, the Cubans have become
very adept over the years at doing more with less”24 and
“other means of improving health, such as improved
sewerage, potable water supply and housing are even
more costly than training and deploying doctors.”25
It is difficult to assess the sustainability and stability of these
partnerships given that the extent to which Cuba’s medical
internationalism is a result of self-motivated interests and
a tool of soft power in the international political economy,
rather than a “genuine humanitarianism and an ideological
commitment to the less fortunate,”26 remains unclear and
contested. With Cuba’s growing popularity within Latin
America, especially with the rise of leftist governments and
the recent establishment of ALBA, it is possible we may see
a progression away from international medical diplomacy if
the former motivation is predominant in shaping Havana’s
foreign policy. It is therefore critical that recipient countries
do not depend upon the never-ending altruism of Cuba’s
medical outreach, but take advantage of the partnership
and adopt domestic policies based on the Cuban model
of disease prevention and emphasis on community-based
primary care in order to establish medical self-sufficiency.
More critical analyses of Cuban medical internationalism are needed, with more specific case studies and locallevel research into the effectiveness of these programs
in terms of community-level as well as national development. Cuba’s international medical outreach seems
to make sense, and seems to be working. However, it is
important to think critically about the motives, stability, and potential consequences of any type of international assistance, even if it presents itself as an exciting
alternative to the frustrating predominance of North-toSouth development and disease eradication strategies.
Kirk and Huish, “Cuban Medical Internationalism in Africa,” 130.
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25
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Transnistria being heavily reliant on Russia economically,
politically, and culturally, or alternatively seeking further
All Quiet on the
integration into the European Union despite the orgaCold War Front:
nizations apparent lack of interest in the conflict. Russia
Moldova’s future between
presents itself as the leading supporter of Transnistria,
rhetoric EU and
using their involvement with the region to advocate for
Realpolitik Russia
negotiations with Moldova regarding the reintegration of
Georgia Sibold & Evan Revak
Transnistria on the basis that Russia is included as the key
mediator in the agreement and entrusted as the sole interI. Introduction
national representative of the region. At the same time,
Moldova has turned to western powers and the European
ollowing the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991,
Union to assist in resolving the internal conflict and to
Moldova emerged as an independent state free from
assist in decreasing the degree of influence Russia posthe red sphere of the USSR. The sudden dissolution
sesses over the region.2 Unfortunately the EU has failed
of the Soviet Union left Moldova in disarray, with rapto adequately respond to this interest and
idly declining birth and fertility rates,
demonstrate the initiative to help Moldova
in addition to unsettled political and
“Russia viewed the
deal with this situation. As a result of this,
economic conditions, the country was
newly separatist rethe conflict has remained at a standstill.
quickly becoming unsustainable as a naRussia continues to pressure Moldova to
gion
of
Transnistria
tion. Tensions continued to increase as
conform to their wishes, while Moldova
as “a zone of special
the state was torn between an enthusiastic
welcomed the EU intention to develop its
Russian-speaking minority and resolute
strategic interest”
relation with neighboring countries and
Moldova-Romanian majority. Conflict
due to the multitude was disappointed as the new EU Neighensued in 1992 as a separatist war erupted
of Russian residents borhood Policy did not consider a Eurobetween the official Republic of Moldova
pean perspective on Moldova.3
and a “self-proclaimed” Transnistrian Mol- and influence the
dovan Republic (TMR), in which some
area granted Russian
II.Moldova and Russia
1,000 lives were claimed and Moldova was leaders over the Molleft in ruins. Although a ceasefire between
dovan Republic.”
Russia viewed the newly separatist region
the two states was signed shortly after the
of Transnistria as “a zone of special strategic
outbreak of violence, Moldova was left
interest” due to the multitude of Russian
with a frozen conflict on its territory and a dramatic loss
residents
and
influence
the area granted Russian leaders
in major resources as Transnistria controlled 90% of the
over the Moldovan Republic.4 In addition, Transnistria
nations energy and one third of its industrial output in
was the site of a massive Soviet era arsenal of military equipthe early 1990s.1 Currently the conflict is at a standstill
ment at Kobasna, which the Russians insisted on providas Moldova is torn between maintaining current relaing their own guards to protect. This resulted in the 1992
tions with Russia, which involve both Moldova and
Moscow Agreement that specified that Russian troops were
to remain stationed in Transnistria as part of this protection
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operation.5 The demise of the USSR left Moldova heavily dependent on Russia, with 80% of their exports being
sent there.6 With the separatist movement, Russian support has shifted to focus on Transnistria, supplying 80% of
their budget and allowing the region to collect a gas debt
of nearly 3.8 billion dollars without pressuring them for
any form of compensation. As Moldova continues to make
moves towards joining the European Union, Russia is becoming increasingly desperate to maintain their influence
over the region by continuing their support for Transnistria
in hopes of reopening negotiations for the reintegration of
the region into Moldova, with the condition that Russia
remains the sole international representative of the area.7

Russian Support to Transnistria
Russia has maintained its connection to Moldova by supplying a plethora of support to the separatist region of
Transnistria, “from military, economic, and nationalist to
electoral and political [Russia supplies everything] to fully
exert and extend its influence over the [region]” and in
turn, over Moldova.8 Economically, Russia has a stronghold over the region by supplying not only industry, but
also natural gas. Since the separatist movement began in
1991, Russia has been involved in providing large amounts
of gas to the region. However, since 2007-2008 Transnistria
has stopped repaying for Russian gas, leading to gas debts
amounting to nearly 3.8 billion for which the Russian authorities are looking to Moldova for compensation.9 Of
the Russian gas delivered to Moldova Gaz, half is redistributed to Tiraspoltrunsgaz, which handles distribution in
Transnistria. In the Transnistrian region gas is sold below
market price to residential and industrial consumers – this
generates huge loses for Tiraspoltransgaz and Moldova Gaz.
Because Transnistria is considered a separatist region within
Moldova, and since the distribution channels through Moldova Gaz, Russian authorities claim the gas debt of the region to be Moldova’s responsibility.10 Furthermore, Transnistria is the site of numerous major Soviet-era industrial
assets such as the MMZ steel plant, Rybnitsa cement plant
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in the north, and the Cuciurgan cement plant in the south,
all of which are at least partially controlled by Russia.11
These sites have provided industry in the region and have
aided in creating income and securing job opportunities
for citizens. By developing economic relations with Transnistria, Russia has succeeded in creating a dependent relationship where Russia plays such a dominant rule in the
economic well being of the Transnistrian region that if they
were to cut off support, the area would be incapable of
sustaining itself. It is through this economic dependency that Russia hopes to extent its influence to Moldova.
If a reintegration agreement were to be reached between
Moldova and Transnistria, Russia would be strongly involved in the negotiation process and gain greater influence over Moldova via their dominating stance over Transnistria.12 In addition to demonstrating a stronghold over
the Transnistrian economy, Russia is also highly involved
in Moldovan exports and imports and uses this position
to further pressure the nations leaders to consider reintegration programs with the separatist region and to refrain from reaching agreements with western powers.
In the past, Russia has used economic means to negotiate its
political leverage. This was seen in the sudden reduction in
the supply of gas, oil, and electricity supplied to Moldova in
the winter of 2005-2006 after the nation failed to reach an
agreement on the Kozak Memorandum, which proposed
the creation of a federalized state, in addition to calling for
a Russian military presence in the state for at least 20 more
years.13 Furthermore, in 2006-2007 Russia introduced
sanction driven policies against Moldova including banning the import of some agricultural products and wine
and placing embargos on the nations main items of export,
wine, vegetables, and heavy metals. These tactics were used
in order to discipline Moldova for its “increasingly defined
leaning towards the West,” and to further emphasize the
nations economic dependence on Russia.14 By continuing to serve as a leading supplier to both Transnistria and
Moldova, Russia hopes to maintain and extend its influence over the region if a reintegration agreement were to
be met. Serving as the main industrial and economic supplier to Transnistria has created a relationship where the
separatist region is entirely dependent on Russia to sustain
its economy. This power would allow Russia to exert inMatthew Rojanksy, “Prospects for Unfreezing”, 3.
Nicu Popesco and Leonid Litra, “Transnistria”, 4.
13
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fluence and preference within any negotiations between

Transnistria and Moldova and demonstrates that “Transnistria’s greatest value to Russia is in providing a source of
leverage within Moldova.”15 Furthermore Russia’s involvement in Moldova’s exports and imports provides them with
a means of threatening the nation to refrain from reaching
further agreements with western powers, in addition to
pressuring them to consider negotiations with Transnistria.

Current Russia-Transnistrian Relations
Following the signing of the ceasefire between Moldova
and Transnistria in 1992, Russia has been heavily involved
in the politics of both Transnistria and Moldova. From the
beginning, Russia was involved in the proposal of several
documents that negotiated the reintegration of Transnistria into Moldova, such as the 1997 Memorandum on the
“Normalization” of Relations Between the Republic of
Moldova and the Transnistrian Moldovan Republic, and
the 2003 Kozak Memorandum, both of which were rejected.16 Within Transnistria, the Soviet Union and now
Russia has played a large roll in determining the organization of the region’s political structure, resulting in a strong
“neo-Soviet” collective identity within the breakaway region.17 From this, Transnistria developed a “basically Soviet style government,” known mostly for its long-standing
authoritarian leader, Igor Smirnov of the Respublica party,
who led the state from the time of the fall of the USSR until
the most recent elections in December 2011. Smirnov was
known to hold a strong relationship with Russian leadership, working closely with the Kremlin in his governing of
the state, and being often referred to as a Soviet-style leader.18 Having this close relationship over the Transnistrian
political system via the president allowed Russia to further
increase their involvement in the organization of the state.
Russia was able to advertise their involvement through
Smirnov and his party, displaying posters of Smirnov with
Putin modeling the logo “our strength is our unity with
Russia,” throughout Transnistria.19 However, prior to the
presidential elections in December of 2011, the citizens of
Transnistria began to express interest in political change,
specifically the need for new leadership in the form of a
politician associated with true renewal. This pressure from

the public led Russia to shift their support from longtime
ally Smirnov to Anatoliy Kaminskiy of the Obnovleniye
(Renewal) political party.20 Russia publically declared
Smirnov a “monument, which should be honored and respected,” but added that he should no longer be in power.21
Despite aggressive involvement by the Russians in the internal politics of Transnistria by backing Kaminskiy and
his party, in addition to campaigning with posters of him
as well as Putin stamped with “supported by Russia,” Kaminskiy was defeated by Yevgeniy Shevchuk.22 Shevchuk
focused on the idea of Transnistria’s revival and provided
harsh criticism of Smirnov and the whole political establishment, accusing it of incompetence and bribery.23 Although
relations between Shevchuk and Russia are not as closely
bonded as those of the previous leader, Russia continues to
exert a prominent influence over the region as Shevcuk recognizes that Transnistrian is dependent on Russia both politically and economically. Therefore, although Transnistria
has made the move to elect a leader who is more dedicated
to the revival of Transnistria as a more independent nation,
this goal cannot be fully realized due to the nations inability
to adequately sustain itself without Russian assistance.24

Russia, Transnistria and Moldova
Russia continues to push for the reintegration of Transnistria into Moldova with an agreement that would see
the “…recognition of Russia as the only country which
possesses political and coercive authority in the region,”
with the creation of a common state formed on a federative basis.25 However, with the election of new leadership
in Transnistria, agreements have been reached between the
separatist region and Moldova, which have, much to their
dismay, left Russia behind. This was demonstrated at the
most recent round of ‘5+2’ talks held this past April in Vienna, which focused on whether Moldova and Transnistria
could be considered equal parties. During these discussions
Russia and Transnistria argued together for the recognition of equality, while Moldova stated that “there could
be no parity between a recognized state and a secessionist
entity.” However, during a break in discussions while the
Russian representative, Gergey Gubarev, was absent from
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the room, the Moldovan and Transnistrian representatives
reached an agreement on a compromise that recognized
Russia and Moldova: EU Question?
the “equality of all participants in the negotiating process,”.
This implied that the Moldova capital of Chisinau would As the European Union continues to pressure Moldova into
recognize its equality with Tiraspol and that all partici- joining their organization and adhering to their internapants in the ‘5+2’ meeting would be considered equal in tional laws, Russia maintains that Moldova should steer
the negotiations. Those involved included Russia, Ukraine, clear of western influences and instead focus on mending
the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe the conflict between Transnistria and accept membership
(OSCE) as mediators, and the European Union and Unit- into the Eurasian Union.30 Although Chisinau is seemed States as observers. Upon his return to the discussion ingly determined to move further towards closer integraroom, Gubarev was shocked to hear of the agreements tion with the EU, Russia continues to pressure them that
reached between Transnistria and Molthe EU is a failing organization and that
dova without Russian approval. Through “Unfortunately Russia the reintegration of Transnistria can be
the discussion Russia was hoping to is not prepared to lose
easily accomplished if Moldova were to
achieve equality between Transnistria and
accept Russian language, culture, and potheir stronghold over
Moldova that would see further integralitical support into their nation because
tion of Russian influence into the nation the region and conthese are the factors that Transnistrian
without increasing western involvement.26 tinues to emphasize
citizens fear they are losing by being a part

their economic and
of Moldova. A majority of the conflict
Russia’s historical political influence over
political importance to stems from fear that Moldova is looking
Moldova and Transnistria has allowed it
to form connections with Romania. The
to play an integral role and obtain a co- both Transnistria and
Russian-speaking citizens of Transnistria
ercive position within the region. Pos- Moldova, making it
dislike Romanian nationalism and still resessing this political influence over Trans- increasingly difficult
fer to Romania as the villain and Russia
nistria allowed Russia to intertwine itself
for both districts to act as the hero in a historical narrative dating
in the negotiations between the region
back to World War I when Bucharest was
and Moldova, insisting that its contin- without considering
allied with Nazi Germany.31 Therefore,
ued involvement be a precondition to the impact on Russia.” in addition to demonstrating both ecoevery agreement.27 Following the 2011
nomic and political influence over the
elections and coming to power of Yevregions of Moldova and Transnistria, Rusgeniy Shevchuk, a new leader dedicated to the revival of sia is also heavily involved in the cultural aspects of the
Transnistria who won despite having no Russian sup- separatist movement. Transnistria is home to a large maport for his campaign, the region has made some strides jority of Russian citizens, with over 150,000 Russian
to independently hold negotiations with Moldova and passports issued in the region, and has a strong cultural
decrease Russian influence in the area. Because Smirnov connection to the former Soviet nation.32 Because rechad been the main obstacle for any substantial dialogue onciliation between the two areas involves the acceptance
between Tiraspol and Chisinau, the election of Shevchuk of Russian culture into the Moldovan sphere, Russia can
has opened the doors to increased negotiations in the fu- use this aspect to further ensure that their interests and
ture.28 Unfortunately Russia is not prepared to lose their preferences are represented in any agreements made bestronghold over the region and continues to emphasize tween the two regions and any other external participants.33
their economic and political importance to both Transnistria and Moldova, making it increasingly difficult for both
Russia-Moldova Conclusions
districts to act without considering the impact on Russia.29
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munity, it is going to be strongly impacted by the eco-

nomic, political, and cultural pressures asserted through
the nations unresolved conflict with Transnistria supported
by Russia. To Russia, Moldova is an important nation over
which to maintain influence because of its past position
within the Soviet sphere and the Russian belief that it
provides a “foothold” in that region of Europe, projecting
an image of strategic depth
against possible threats from
“Therefore, any
the west.34 Through the sepplans for Moldova aratist movement in Transto integrate with
nistria, Russia has found a
way to aggressively maintain
western powers
are greatly impact- its influence over Moldova
by working through Transed by the degree
nistria to support the reinof influence exert- tegration of the region into
ed by the Russian the main nation through
negotiations and agreegovernment over
ments that see that Russia
both Moldova
is granted maximum power
and Transnistrian over the state and serves as
the sole international reprein terms of the
sentative of the area. By doeconomic and
ing this, Russia hopes to not
political support
only maintain their sphere
they provide to
of influence over Moldova,
but also to ensure that the
each, in addition
leaders of the nation are not
to the Russian
tempted by western powers
connection in the and organizations looking
cultural disputes
to integrate Moldova and
Transnistria into their combetween the two
munity. By developing itself
regions.”
as the key economic supplier
to both Moldova and Transnistria, Russia has created a system where any negotiations
between the two regions or any other external participants
regarding trade agreements would require the involvement
of Russia. As a result, both areas are so dependent on the
economic support provided by Russia that they would need
to channel any possible changes through them in order for
them to progress. Possessing this level of influence over
the Moldovan and Transnistrian economy makes it very
difficult for either region to even consider agreements with
western powers because they are so heavily monitored by
the Russians, and any agreement without Russian participation would be automatically disapproved. Furthermore,
34

Matthew Rojanksy, “Prospects for Unfreezing”, 3.

Russia has always played a key role in the organization of
the Transnistrian government by working closely with the
former president, Igor Smirnov, to ensure that Russian involvement in the region was maximized and encouraged
throughout the system. Although the newly elected leader does not have this same connection with the Russian
Kremlin, Russia is still heavily involved in Transnistrian
governmental processes because of the state’s dependence
on them for support, in addition to Russia’s persistence
in attempting to organize political negotiations between
Transnistria and Moldova. Finally, Russia continues to exert influence over the regions through the multitude of
Russian citizens that reside in the separatist region and
the cultural issues relating to the integration of Russian
language and lifestyle into Moldova as a condition of resolving the conflict between the two states.35 Therefore,
any plans for Moldova to integrate with western powers
are greatly impacted by the degree of influence exerted by
the Russian government over both Moldova and Transnistrian in terms of the economic and political support
they provide to each, in addition to the Russian connection in the cultural disputes between the two regions.

III. Moldova and the EU Relations
The European Union (EU) has expressed openly “a fundamental change in its approach towards Moldova, which
was about to become a direct [neighbour] after the European Union’s eastward enlargement” soon after the fall
of the Soviet Union.36 Under the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) originating in early 2002, the EU made
“proposals to mitigate the exclusion of the imminent enlargements for Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus”.37 However, despite the mandated intent of the ENP, “EU relations with Moldova clearly lack a sufficient institutional
framework or a basis of mutual trust and commitment”.38
Whether the EU’s tepid response to Eastern European inclusion vis-à-vis the ENP’s implementation and viability
in Moldova, the larger “conundrum that evolves is […]:
how can the EU take advantage – if at all – of enlargement-tested ‘conditionality’ and, for that matter, expect
compliance from neighbouring countries without relying
Nicu Popesco and Leonid Litra, “Transnistria”, 4.
Giselle Bosse. “The EU’s Relations with Moldova: Governance,
Partnership or Ignorance?”. Europe-Asia Studies, 62:8, 2010, 1291.
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on the ‘golden carrot’ of membership”?39 In essence, the
EU has externally taken a passive, rhetoric-based stance
in terms of integration of Moldova into “the EU’s fundamental values and objectives [and…] [the] enormous
gains […] in terms of increased stability, security and well
being”.40 Through this EU pacifism, Moldova remains
in political and economic stasis with ever-looming questions over a resolution to political tensions, economic
unviability, incohesive civil society and the ‘frozen-conflict’ of Transnistria under a European-led vanguard.

The EU and the European Neighbourhood
Policy
Since its inception and implementation, the ENP
has functioned as the EU’s primary integrative operation in relation to neighbouring states of ‘interest’. It’s primary function and mandate states:

37

content and mechanisms.”43 Rather, states under the
purview of the ENP were subject to the terms and conditions set forth by the European Commission. Fortunately,
the EU became aware (not entirely) of the incompletion
and asymmetry formulated within the ENP and rectified
these defects through further legislation. The amelioration of EU-Moldova relations came from the application
of the New Enhanced (Neighbourhood) Policy (NEP),
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP+), and the Moldova Action Plan (MAP). In fact, even the nomenclature
had changed and “became clear in the categorisation of
neighbours such as Ukraine and Moldova, not as ‘Western Independent States’ (WIS), but increasingly as ‘Eastern ENP’ – and thus clearly European countries.”44 Yet,
these rhetorical alterations and institutional reconfigurations did not resolve the fundamental issues plaguing the
EU-Moldova ENP implementation: “[these mechanisms]
were too ‘thick’ on Moldova’s commitments and too ‘thin’
on EU responsibilities.”45 Although the “ENP has been
underdeveloped conceptually [as…] a Commission-driven policy,”46 “the EU delimits itself and refuses to assume
any responsibility on ENP implementation, even though
the document was negotiated and adopted by both […]
the EU and Moldova.”47 Ultimately, despite the EU’s insistence on a shared, equally negotiated partnership, the
ENP remains a unilateral ‘bestowment’ from the EU to
Moldova where Moldova must meet the criteria placed by
the EU rather than mutually agreed political convergence.

In return for concrete progress demonstrating shared values and effective implementation of political, economic and institutional reforms, the EU would offer to its
neighbours a range of opportunities such
as: closer economic cooperation […]; a
stake in the EU’s Internal Market; preferential trading relations; liberalisation of the
free movement of persons, goods, services
and capital; cooperation to prevent and
combat common security threats; great EU
The EU and the Transnistrian Conflict
political involvement in conflict prevention and crisis management; greater efforts
to promote human rights; integration into In addition, the EU “does not have […] a strategic frametransport, energy and telecommunication work into which to integrate its substantial and scattered
networks; new sources of finance; etc.41 actions on Moldova and Transnistria” creating further political distance from the hope of EU-Moldovan cohesion.48
Under this framework outlined by the EU, it requests Openly, the EU has “declared that it ‘shared’ responsibility
“compliance of candidate countries with a set of eco- with Moldova in settling the Transnistria conflict” as part
49
nomic and political criteria, the […] Copenhagen Crite- of the initiatives set forth by the ENP. In association
ria.”42 However the application of the ENP meant “the with Organization for Security and Co-operation in Eupartners in Eastern Europe had very little or no role in rope (OSCE), “[supporting…] mediation efforts aimed
defining the very terms of the proposed partnership, its at establishing a viable and democratic Moldovan state”
has been at the crux of EU-Moldova’s doctrine of political
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collaboration.

Further, the EU Border and Assistance
Mission to Moldova and Ukraine (EUBAM) was set up
The EU and Moldovan Politics
30 November 2005 with the explicit intention “to make
a sustainable contribution to the development of border- Under
the
EU-Moldova
Action
Plan
management procedures that meet European Union stan- (MAP),
the
primary
objective
is
to:
dards […] which in turn enhances regional security and
supports economic development.”51 EUBAM reflects the
further [strengthen] the stability and efcommitments of a multilateral measure “to combat the
fectiveness of institutions guaranteeing
smuggling in Transnistria section of the Moldova-Ukraine
democracy and the rule of law; ensuring
border” on behalf of the EU as well as participating states
the democratic conduct of parliamenand organizations: Moldova, Ukraine and OSCE.52
tary elections […] in Moldova in ac50

Even though there many institutions in place that outwardly express an interest of the EU to be an important
player within Transnistria discourse, the reality remains
that the EU has continued policies of indifference and
impartiality. Besides playing a participatory role within
‘5+2 framework’ negotiations, the EU has taken a considerably passive and complacent role in seeking a settled
resolution on the subject of Transnistria. On the whole,
“the EU [has] not [used] all its influence […] to relieve
the Transnistrian settlement negotiation process because
of prevalence of other important issues on the agenda.”53
Thus the Transnistrian conflict is relegated to irrelevance
and nonchalance within the context of the EU’s overarching goal of cooperation in a greater community of Europe.
For the EU, “its success in transferring its rules and norms
to Moldova” – Europeanization – remain at the forefront
of the ENP ideology rather than engaging in relatively inconsequential power politics between itself and Russia.54
Thus, it becomes more and more transparent that “the
‘theory’ and political rhetoric in ENP documents […] has
little bearing on the actual day-to-day practice of the EU’s
engagement with Moldova.”55 As a consequence, Moldova
arrives at a political and economic impasse in terms of adhering to the EU’s ENP terms while receiving little relief
from the EU itself to ameliorate the Transnistrian question.
European External Action Service, “EU-Moldova Relations”,
accessed 16 Oct. 2012, http://www.eeas.europa.eu/moldova/pdf/
internal_political_economic_en.pdf.
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cordance with European standards.56

These parameters make a clear indication that the political
and institutional framework must be altered in order to advance towards a possibly deeper integration. The Moldovan
political environment has been changed post-2009 with
the defeat of the Communist Party (Partidul Comuniştilor
din Republica Moldova) and the ushering in of the Alliance for European Integration (Alianţa pentru Integrare
Europeană) (AEI), a party committed and “engaged in a
dynamic rapprochement with the EU.”57 Because of this
particular electoral outcome, Moldova has taken the necessary democratic steps – albeit spasmodic and protested – to
fall closer within the EU fold of member states. The new
politics undertaken by the AEI have yielded benefits and
evidence of a commitment to EU integration: “Moldova
has launched talks on an Association Agreement, entry into
a [Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area] (DCFTA),
and the establishment of a visa-free regime with the EU.”58
Yet, “the EU has kept a rather low profile in the political conflict between the pro-European opposition and the
Communist Party” thus demonstrating to the Moldovan
government as well as to political actors that political apathy is the EU’s modus operandi.59 Furthering the EU-Moldovan conundrum is the major question of Transnistrian
politics that play a large role in the possibility of political
integrations within the EU. While Moldova has progressed
towards a democratic electoral system, Transnistria remains
encumbered by a quagmire within a system where “Transnistrian leadership [chooses] to severely restrict political
competition in order to consolidate its hold on power” – an
European Union. “EU/Moldova Action Plan.” EUROPA.eu. N.p.,
1 May 2004. Web. 15 Oct. 2012. <http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/
pdf/action_plans/moldova_enp_ap_final_en.pdf> . 4.
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ideology more aligned with the (former Soviet) Russia.60
Thus, Moldova finds itself in a conflicting position: “if Moldova attempts to integrate with the West, it would most
likely lose Transnistria […] in addition, Moldova would be
disconnected from the Russian Market.”61 It is a domestic
issue that gets no political consolation from the EU, thus
forcing Moldova to consider the possibility that: “if state
functionality and EU integration cannot be reconciled
with reintegration [of Transnistria], then reintegration is
considered to be the less important.”62 And although the
domestic political climate of Moldova and Transnistria has
progressed more democratically in terms of political agents
– in Moldova with Prime Minister Vlad Filat (AEI); and in
Transnistria with President Yevgeny Shevchuk (Renewal)
– both must foster “in-depth administrative reform involving greater transparency, a simplification of administrative
procedures and a fight to counter corruption” under the active participation and continuing inspection by the EU. 63

The EU and Moldovan Economics
The opportunity for convergence of economic legislation, the opening of economies to each other, and the continued
reduction of trade barriers which will
stimulate investment and growth; [as
well as…] increased financial support.64
Unfortunately, “[Moldova’s] per capita real GDP is the
lowest in Europe and [consequently, it] is classified as
low-income by the World Bank”, thus making economic
integration a major component of a EU-Moldovan cooperation.65 For this reason, the EU does provide economic
mechanisms as well as immediate financial support to the
Moldovan state. In fact, “Moldova has been one of the leading ENPI [European Neighbourhood Policy Instruments]
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recipients, receiving a per capita spending of €48.”66 Additionally, the Moldovan state has grossed large financial aid
from the EU and subsidiary bodies via indirect programs
and payments: EUBAM direct payment of €400,000, plus
€730,000 for developing
Boarder Guard; Food Secu“In this way, the
rity Programme payment of
€10 million; Eastern Part- EU is hoping
nership (EaP) payments to that “‘supportincrease by another €2.1 ing pluralism will
billion by 2020.67 Furthermean supporting
more, Moldova has signed
onto several EU economic capacity building
agreements and agencies in for NGOs in the
order to increase economic region.’”
integration such as: Autonomous Trade Preferences
(ATP), Generalised System of Preferences (GSP+), Instrument of Technical Cooperation and Information Exchange
of the European Commission (TAIEX), cooperation with
the European Investment Bank, and others.68 But despite
the EU’s reliance on a ‘hand-out’ diplomatic approach,
“these generous financial provisions […] do not automatically translate into Moldova’s unequivocal commitment
to the European course.”69 Thus, these financial ‘handouts’ by the EU do not completely address the underlying economic reforms that are necessary for complete integration. In fact, a major concern arises from the energy
market due to Transnistria’s transit status in relation to
Moldova. In essence, “Gazprom [a major Russian energy
company] ‘sells’ gas to enterprises in Transnistria which pay
reduced fees for the gas to Tiraspol, which in turn simply
allocated that money to the ‘state’ budget. The resulting
debt, worth over $2 billion, is sent Chişinău, consistent
with Russia’s official position that Transnistria is a part of
Moldova.”70 This transnational subsidized energy market
makes it difficult for the Moldovan state to alleviate and
ameliorate economic conditions within the terms of the EU
partnership parameters thus forcing Moldova to acquiesce
towards “prioritisation of Russia over the ‘moral’ commitment to Europe.”71 Perhaps the fault of weak economic
institutions within Moldova, the fundamental problem
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lies within the EU’s economic approach towards Moldo-

va, which lacks any “offering of more tangible incentives
[that] it cannot give or promise.”72 Inherently, “it [requires]
more clarity and commitment from the EU in order to
convert Moldova’s current [economic] alignment into a
resolute [economic] commitment” rather than continuing a ‘money pouring’ policy without any form of institutional reform or economic consultation a capite ad calcem
by providing easier mechanisms for Moldova to integrate
into the EU and detach from Transnistria’s energy debts.73

The EU and Moldovan Civil Society
The ENP explicates and MAP reifies that the EU is committed to “[ensuring] respect for the freedom of association and [fostering] the development of civil society
[through…] [enhancing] dialogue and co-operation.”74
Under this framework of the ENP, the MAP and the supplementary EaP, “dialogue with civil society has noticeably
improved and measure have been taken to increase access
to information and transparency of the public decisionmaking process.”75 The EU has been instrumental in supporting “the Moldova branch of the National Democratic
Institute for International Affairs (NDI) and the International Republican Institute (IRI) [which both] could play
a positive role” in quelling political tension and building
civil society cohesion.76 In this way, the EU is hoping that
“supporting pluralism will mean supporting capacity building for NGOs in the region.”77 However, in relation to
its capacity and capability to engage in problems of civil
society, “the EU’s involvement with [Moldovan] civil society [has been…] rather limited.”78 Grosso modo, “besides
endemic problems related to human rights, freedom of the
media, anti-corruption fight, independence of the judiciary and business climate, a serious gap of the political
dialogue between Moldova and [the] EU has encouraged
the reticence of the later towards Chişinău’s demands.”79
For the EU, its primary strategy should not be to institute
civil society organizations within Moldova; rather, it should
“act as a watch dog and […] monitor the implementation
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of the reform.”80 To the credit of the EU, the European
Parliament has a limited role in formulating and applying EU foreign policies, but, in contrast its resolutions for
Moldovan civil society have had a great role to raise the
awareness of member states of the necessity of more EU
involvement in ENP application and a more general, solid
commitment.81 But unfortunately, despite the constant
rhetoric and political ‘lip-service’, the EU – and more generally the West – “has lost some of their interest [and…]
a large portion of [financial assistance… goes] towards institutional and legal reform” than direct investment aid to
Moldovan-lead NGOs and civil society organizations.82
On the side of Moldova, “Moldovan NGOs do not feel
involved in any form of decision making with the EU in
any form of partnership” leading to increasing feelings of
alienation and estrangement to an institution doctrinally
invested in a ‘Neighbourhood’ cooperation.83 Additionally,
the EU could take a firmer stance in reuniting Transnistrian
and Moldovan civil society “by downplaying ethnicity [and
focusing…] on theft and asset stripping by political leaders
[which will…] reframe the discourse of conflict and may
lead to a more productive dialogue for resolution.”84 With
a perpetuation of apathy and unresponsiveness on part of
the EU, Moldova will ultimately continue to languish within in terms of repairing and rebuilding a functioning civil
society that is reflective of ENP’s and MAP’s objectives.

The EU and Moldova Conclusion
The ENP and subsequent mechanisms (e.g. EaP, MAP,
etc.) promised a continuous engagement of Europe within
the affairs and integration of Moldova within the EU supranational entity. Through the implementation of these
institutional instruments, the EU allowed for the possibility of a progressive and incremental transition of Moldova from an Independent State of the West (ISW) into
a possible EU Candidate. However, a large disparity has
arisen between rhetorically promulgated policies and effectively enforced policies, and the EU has erred on the
side of ‘rhetoric politics’ rather than realpolitik. In the perspective of Moldova, the EU’s exercised policy of ignoring
Moldova is certainly not a step towards the mutual trust
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and ‘shared responsibility’ that it has espoused.85 Independent sovereignty is not a legitimate excuse for institutional
apathy on the part of the EU; instead, it must be remain
actively seized of the matter and actively participatory.
In the end, “the EU […] takes its ‘soft power’ appeal for
granted, as reforms that the EU demands from its neighbours are hard, laborious and in the short term, socially
alienating.”86 In order to improve Moldovan-European
relations as well as to arrive at the result stipulated by the
ENP and MAP, the EU must involve itself more in the
transformation of the political environment, the reformation of economic institutions, the enhancement of civil
society and the resolution of the Transnistrian conflict.

IV.Moldova Conclusions
Moldova is ultimately placed in a precarious position after
the fall of the Soviet Union and its declared independence
on 27 August 1991. Although the Soviet Union no longer
exists as a tangible international entity, remnants still exist
within the power politics exerted by the Russian government; conversely, Europe has evolved into the ideological
institution of the European Union which looks to increase
its influence abroad. Thus, “Moldova find itself ‘courted’
by two ‘rivals’ [and] as a result, Moldova is playing a confusing double game.”87 However, the dynamics of the superpower relationships are considerably different: Russia
chooses to act upon ‘domination’ policies of realpolitik,
while Europe chooses to rely upon ‘soft power’ and ‘moral’
policies of persuasion. Ultimately, “as a small and weak
state, Moldova is adopting the identity and ideology of its
most powerful neighbours”, but since Russia is preoccupied
by Transnistria and the EU remains apathetic to the region,
Moldova is at a prospective impasse. In the end, the future
of Moldova’s integration either into the Russian sphere or
into the EU system depends entirely on whether either side
decides to play a more active role; because as of right now,
Moldova will continue to stay within its political and economic quagmire until interest by either side concedes to
increased involvement to find an answer to its current stasis.
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